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2EDITORIAL
After a lapse of three years since Volume IIof the Proceed-
ings appeared, It Is gratifying to bring together in this issue
and present to the Academy a number of papers which have been
read at various meetings of the Academy during that period. The
success of this publication can be a fait accompli only as mem-
bers and others submit papers for publication. In other words,
It is a cooperative enterprise and the heaviest burden must be on
those who prepare the papers for the meetings and Inclusion in
the Proceedings.
In keeping with the editorial policy, this volume Includes
one taxonomlc paper describing certain new genera and species of
a certain group of the animal kingdom. This paper has definite
scientific value and is quite pertinent to Arkansas. But it is
the first paper published which had not first been presented be-
fore a meeting of the Academy. While the pages of the Proceed-
ings are primarily for reporting the offering of the members at
regular meetings, It shall be the policy to include other papers
of merit which have sufficient pertinence to and interest for the
State and people of Arkansas.
With evidence of marked growth Inmembership in the Academy
and number of sections at the various meetings, the prospects for
regular and more frequent appearance of the Proceedings are
greatly enhanced. Full cooperation of the members willhelp
these prospects materialize.
Dwlght M. Moore
Editor
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THE ACADEMY SINCE 1946
OFFICERS
,, „ Editors
andAnnual Year Place Pres. V. Pres. Sec. Treas. . .„ .. Ass't.Meeting „...* Editors
31 '47 Little Rook Winburn, Mundie, Ham, Smith, Moore,
May 2,3 U of A Medical H.L. J.R. L.B. T.L. D.M.
School
32 '48 Fayetteville Provine, Bogan, Ham, Smith, Moore,
May 7,8 Univ. of Ark. E.A. H.L. L.B. T.L. D.M.
33 '49 Little Rock Robinette, Armstrong, Grigorieff, Smith, Moore,'
U of A Medical C.V. Ruth M. W.W. T.L. D.M.
School
MEETINGS
31st Annual Meeting May 2-3, 1947
University of Arkansas, School of Medicine
Little Rock
Student Papers - Friday Afternoon, May 2
1. Some Observations on Diabetes. Jim Wortham, Fourth Year
Medical Student, University of Arkansas Medical School.
2. Observations on Distillation of Furfural from Rice Hulls.
Dorwyn Croom - Sophomore Student, Little Rock Junior College.
3. Changes in the Concentration of Organic Constituents of
Cotton Seed During Germination. Vernon L. Hall, University of
Arkansas.
Lecture: Hydroponics. Dr. E.A. Spessard, Hendrix College
Evening Session
ADDRESS: The Educational Responsibility of Scientists, Dr. Matt.
L. Ellis, President of Hendrix College.
Saturday Morning Session, May 3
Papers
4. Some 'sulfa 1 Sensitivity Reactions in Man. R.H. Rigdon,
University of Arkansas Medical School
5. The Use of Radio-active Arsenic and Antimony in Tracer
Studies. A.H. Lawton, University of Arkansas Medical School.
6. A Reproductive Abnormality inRats and Its Experimental Modi-
fication. H.N. Marvin, University of Arkansas Medical School.
V. Studies on the Function of Pteroylglutamic Acid. Edith Sims
and John R. Totter, University of Arkansas Medical School.
8. The Lespedezas of Northwest Arkansas. O.J. Henbest, U.S. Soil
Conservation Service, Fayetteville.
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49. Benefits from Agricultural Limestone. J.N. Payne, University
of Arkansas.
10. Scientific Research in Southern Universities and Colleges.
W. Paul Brann, University of Arkansas.
11. Tetramerism in Narcissus. D.M. Moore, University of Arkansas
12 A New Fern Record for Arkansas. D.M. Moore, University of
Arkansas.
32nd Annual Meeting May 7-8, 1948.
University of Arkansas
Fayetteville
Physical Section
-
Friday, May 7, 2 P.M.
1 Mechanism of Magnesium Corrosion. D.S. Burgess, ORDARK
Research Project, University.
2 Surface Area of Powdered Materials. J.E. Shoemaker, ORDARK
Research Project, University of Arkansas.
3 The Slow Oxidation of Lactose (Milk Sugar). E.A. Provlne,
Ouachlta College.
4 Application of Chemical Engineering to the Production of
Paints and Paint Products. D.E. Dick, Stebblns and Roberts,
Inc., Little Rock.
5 Notes on the Velocity Amplification of Acoustical
Resonators. R.L. Morse, Novelty Clock Co. and University of
Arkansas .
6 Acoustical Impedance and Absorption Coefficients of
Heerwagen Tile. W.A. Hilton, William Jewell College and
L.B. Ham, University of Arkansas.
7 A General Theory of Physical Structure. C.W. Bock, Poly-
technic Institute, Russellvllle.
Biological Section - Friday, May 7, 2 P.M.
1 Blood Supply of Nerves. Dean J.T. Roberts, M.D., PH.D.,
University of Arkansas School of Medicine, Little Rock.
2 Biochemical Analysis of Cotton Leaves and their Chemical
Deflection as Affected by Environment. Vernon L. Hall,
University of Arkansas.
3 Effect of Sodium Azide on Water Transfer in Root Tissue.
Sister M. Germalne Rachaner, St. Scholastlca Academy, Fort
Smith.
4 Ecology and Surface Geology of the Carizozzo Lava Flow.
'Preliminary Report. Harold M. Hefley, University of
Arkansas .
5 A Preliminary Report on Arkansas Bryophytes. Display of
specimens. E.B. Wlttlake, University of Arkansas
6 Some Endemic Flowering Plants of Arkansas and the Ozark
Region. D.M. Moore, University of Arkansas.
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5Evening Session
Lecture: "Microselsmsand the Weather". Dr. J.B. Macelwane, S.J.,
Dean of the Institute of Geophysical Technology,
St.Louis University.
Saturday, 9 A.M.
Symposium. Rice and the Rice Industry
1. The Rice Industry. L.C. Carter, Gen. Mgr. Arkansas Rice
Growers Cooperative Association, Stuttgart, Arkansas.
2. Problems of Rice Milling. C.R. Walton, President Walton Rice
Mill,Stuttgart, Arkansas.
3. Pilot Plant Rice Milling. W.L. Belvin, Professor of Chemical
Engineering, Bureau of Research, University of Arkansas.
4. Recent Research in Rice. M.C. Klk, Asst. Professor of Agri-
cultural Chemistry, University of Arkansas.
5. Medicinal Value of Rice. Dean J.T. Roberts, University of
Arkansas Medical School, Little Rock, Arkansas.
Saturday Afternoon
Field Trip
- Savoy and Lake Wedington, conducted by Dr. Dwlght
M. Moore.
ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE
32ND ANNUAL MEETING. PHYSICAL
SCIENCE SECTION: May 7, 1948
3. Oxidation of Lactose by Copper Acetate. E.A. Provine,
Ouachita College, Arkadelphla. 20 minutes. Oxidation of
lactose by copper acetate at constant temperature 60°C has
been carried on for varying lengths of time up to 2400 hours.
Cuprlc oxide was added to the reaction mixture in order to
maintain a constant pH. The reaction mixtures were analysed
and quantitative determinations made for carbon dioxide, for-
mic acid, oxalic acid, glyoxalic acid, osone, unchanged sugar,
the quantity of oxygen used, and the hydrogen ion concentra-
tion. Tests for hydrolysis of lactose in a nonoxldlzing
medium at 60°C and pH 4.10 showed no hydrolysis up to 2400
hours. Corresponding mixtures of glucose and galactose were
also oxidized and reaction products determined quantitatively.
Results have been plotted to show the moles of each product
per mole of sugar used against time. The enediol theory is
used In the interpretation of the results.
4. Application of Chemical Engineering to the Production of
Paints and Paint Products. D.E. Dick, Stebblns and Roberts,
Inc., LittleRock. In the production of paint and paint pro-
ducts six basic principles of applied science evolved by Dr.
Rassweller, Vice-President for Research and Development of the
Johns-Manvllle Corporation, are not only especially applicable
but are also some of the main tenets of a chemical engineer.
The successful paint formulator should have a chemical
educational background to enable him to understand the basic
chemical reactions Involved in the compounding of the raw
materials used In his formulae. In choosing the raw materials
with which he works he must be able to "sift the wheat from
the chaff" so that he may formulate economically. Likewise,
7
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6he must compute his costs, which Is no more than common-sense
Inclusion of all cost factors Involved.
Paint plant superintendents are hired to manage the
Integral operations of paint factories as efficiently as
possible. Likewise these men establish accurate laboratory
control over plant production to ensure product uniformity of
viscosity, net weight per gallon, fineness of grind, applica-
bility, drying, color, gloss and film. Quite often one man
fills both positions described above which after all are but
applications of chemical engineering.
5 Notes on the Velocity Amplification of Acoustical Resonators.
R.L. Morse. Novelty Clock Co. and University of Arkansas. 15
minutes. A summary of work done In measuring the velocity
amplification of single and double resonators Is presented.
Discrepancies between theory and experiment are found to be
serious, particularly with respect to the variation In ampli-
fication with chamber volume. An unexplained critical volume
Is found which permits greatly Increased amplifications.
The more or less accepted superiority of double resona-
tors as amplification devices is challenged.
6 Acoustical Impedance and Absorption Coefficients of
Heerwagen Tile. W.A. Hilton, William Jewell College and
L.B. Ham, University of Arkansas. 20 minutes. Acoustical
Impedance and absorption coefficient are probably the two
most significant measurements that can be made upon any sound
absorbing material. The method of setting up standing waves
in a tube has been used in this study to determine the
acoustical impedance and absorption coefficients of Heerwagen
Acoustical Tile at the following frequencies: 130, 260, 390,
and 520 cps.
The tube was constructed of heavy oak lumber weighing
9 1/2 pounds per square foot. Itis 9 feet In length and one
foot square (inside) cross section. The sound source con-
sists of a beat -frequency oscillator connected through an
amplifier to a high quality speaker attached to one end of
the tube. The sample of acoustical material Is attached to
the other end of the tube. The Intensity of the standing
waves set up In the tube is then measured by a sound level
meter which is connected to a pressure microphone which can
be moved up and down the tube. The readings of the micro-
phone at successive minima In accordance with theory give the
necessary data for the calculation of absorption coefficients
and acoustical Impedance.
A General Theory of Physical Structure. C.W. Bock, Poly-
technic Institute, Russellvllle. (l) The aim or object of a
general theory of structure is to explain or describe by one
perceptually realizable concept the structure (static and
dynamic) as well as the behavior (genetic, absorptive,
emissive and interactive) of such physical entitles as the
solar system, the sun, earth and moon, the electron, proton
and neutron, the atom and molecule as well as the generality
of physical entitles of whatever degree or state of aggrega-
tion. (2) Such a theory may properly be termed an "electro-
magnetic" theory, based as It Is, on the simple facts of
electro-magnetism. Itmay be most conveniently described as
an association of orbltally directed energies —here termed
the electric component (field)—about which revolves a similar
system of energies at right angles to the first by the right-
hand thumb rule. The latter being termed the magnetic
component, while the association as a whole becomes an
electro-magnetic field. (3) The primary burden of a similar
theory must define the association in its particulars,
7
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7especially In Its genetic, evolutionary, Involuntary and
structural aspects. And secondarily, how the same may be made
to do duty for the generality of physical structures. (4) Its
application to the structure of the earth (dynamic and static)
will be illustrative of the general Intent of the proper theory.
33rd Annual Meeting
-
May 6-7, 1949.
University of Arkansas School of Medicine
Little Rock
Biological Science Section
-
Friday, May 6, 2 P.M.
1. Sanitary Survey of Shallow Wells and Springs. A.L. Ludy and
I.A. Wills, John Brown University, Slloam Springs.
2. Grassy Lake: A Biologist's Paradise. D.M. Moore, University
of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
3. The Action of Ions on Reproduction. O.K. Cosla, The College
of the Ozarks, Clarksvllle.
4. The Influence of Injectable Liver Extract Upon Ascaridia
galli infections in Chicks. Cecilia K. Keith, J.R. Totter
and E.Sadun, University of Arkansas, School of Medicine,
Little Rock.
5. Experimental Contributions to the Cellulary Synthesis of
Cellulose. O.K. Cosla, The College of the Ozarks, Clarksvllle
6. Scientific Soilless Plant Cultivation. T.L. Smith and O.K.
Cosla, The College of the Ozarks, Clarksvllle.
7. The Bryophytes of Spy Rock Hollow. E.B. Wittlake, University
of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
Medical Science Section
-
Friday, May 6, 2 P.M.
1. Blood Sugar Levels and Cataract in Alloxan-treated
Galactose-fed and Xylose-fed Weanling Rats. r. sterling and
P.L. Day, University of Arkansas School of Medicine.
2. Clinical Evidences of Nutritional Deficiencies in Alaskan
Eskimos. C.F. Shukers, J.R. Totter, University of Arkansas
School of Medicine, and Christine A. Heller, Territorial
Department of Health, Juneau, Alaska.
3. Biochemical Findings in a Nutritional Survey of Alaskan
Eskimos. J.R. Totter, Christine A. Heller, and C.F. Shukers,
University of Arkansas School of Medicine.
4. A Method of Measuring Iodine
-
131 in Urine and other Liquids
W.A. Rellly, M.D., R.R. Edwards, and R.G. Holmes, University
of Arkansas School of Medicine.
5. Medical Applications of Nuclear Physics. P.J. Rosenbaum,
University of Arkansas School of Medicine
9
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86. An Attempt to Produce Rheumatic Like Lesions in Mice. A.
Nettleship, M.D., University of Arkansas School of Medicine.
7. Intestinal Changes Secondary to Pelvic Irradiation Therapy.
M.S. Craig, Jr., M.D., University of Arkansas School of
Medicine.
8. Recent Advances in the Treatment of Diabetic Coma. D.F. Agar,
M.D., University of Arkansas School of Medicine.
Physical Science Section - Friday, May 6, 2 P.M.
1. Report on the Mechanism of Carbohydrate Oxidation in Weak
Acid Solutions. E.A. Provine and Stanley Zimmerman, Ouachita
College.
2. Effect of Percentage of Catalyst on length of Polymer in
Styrene. R. Stringer, Arkansas State College
3. A Random Wave Form Generator. Z.V. Harvalik, Institute of
Science and Technology, University of Arkansas.
4. Loudness Measurements and Their Bearing on the Non-linearity
of the Hearing Function. L.B. Ham, University of Arkansas.
5. X-ray Study of Magnesium Coating. P.C. Sharrah, University
of Arkansas.
6. Qualitative Radiochemical Analysis for Uranium and Thorium in
Ore Samples. R.R. Edwards, Institute of Science and Techno-
logy, University of Arkansas.
7. Radioactivity and Mineralization in Rhyolite Porphyry. P.E.
Damon, Institute of Science and Technology, University of
Arkansas.
8. Seismic Prospecting for Petroleum in the Magnolia Area. D.P.
Schafer, University of Arkansas.
9. Topography on Buried Ouachita Mountains as a Cause of Some
Structures in Cretaceous Sediments in Texas. F.H. Getzendaner,
Yellville, Arkansas.
Psychology Section
-
Friday, May 6, 2 P.M.
1. Success and Failure as a Variable in the Differential Forma-
tion of Social Groups. J.C. Gllchrist, University of
Arkansas.
2. Level of Aspiration and Attainment. H.W. Sundwall, University
of Arkansas.
3. Factors Contributing to Reliability of Personality Question-
naire Items. W. Kimbrough, University of Arkansas.
4. Reliabilities and Intercorrelations of the Scales of the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. W. Krlnsky,
University of Arkansas.
10
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fi Relationships Between Spectral Color Preference and Spectral
Typical Color Characterizations for Foveal Light-adapted
Binocular Vision. H. Bowen, University of Arkansas and
ODARK Research Project.
6. A New Color-blindness Test. Z.V. Harvalik, University of
Arkansas, ODARK Research Project.
Social Science Section
-
Friday, May 6
1. Systematic Approach to Man and Society. F. Adler, University
of Arkansas.
2. Methodological Aspects of the Arkansas Mental Health Survey.
Leta M. Adler and J.W. Coddlngton, Institute of Science and
Technology, University of Arkansas.
3. The Place of the Area Course in the Study of the Natural
Sciences. Elizabeth Clalborne, College of the Ozarks.
Evening Session
-
Friday, May 6, 7:45 P.M.
Lecture: "Studies on the Biochemistry of Blood Cell Formation."
Dr. Paul L. Day, Head, Department of Physiological
Chemistry, University of Arkansas School of Medicine.
Saturday, May 7, 9:15 A.M.
Geology Symposium
1. Titanium Deposits of Arkansas. Drew Holbrook, Little Rock.
2. Barite in Arkansas. R.B. McElwaine, Little Rock.
3. Quartz Crystals in Arkansas. H.D. Miser, U.S. Geological
Survey.
4. Physiographic Divisions of Arkansas. A.W. Giles, University
of Arkansas.
5. Konmetalliferous Deposits of Arkansas. W.B. Mather, Midwest
Research Institute.
6. Wilcox Clays of Arkansas. J
Institute.
Funnell, Midwest Research
7. Detailed Stratigraphy at Norfork Dam, Baxter County,
Arkansas. R.E. Whltla, U.S. Army Engineers.
Saturday, May 7, 2 P.M.
Field Trip - Buaxlte Region. Conducted by Harold Foxhall, State
Geologist of Arkansas, Little Rock.
11
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33RD ANNUAL MEETING:
Biological Science Section
Sanitary Survey of Shallow Wells and Springs. A.L. Ludy and
I.A. Wills, John Brown University, Slloam Springs.
Standard methods for testing water were used, and tests
were carried to the Eos in Methylene Blue Agar stage: (l)
Samples in most cases were collected in person under approved
methods. (2) Samples were taken from 19 springs and 37 wells
in Benton and Washington counties. (3) Findings for the most
part have proved that springs and shallow wells carry E.Coli,
the intestinal organisms from either man or animals. All
wells under 40 feet were found to be contaminated except
four. Wells over 40 feet were pure except in five cases
which possibly, were due to faulty pressure systems or poor
curbing. Deep wells showing pollution are still under ob-
servation, and steps have been taken to correct these systems.(4) As a service, information concerning treatment of water
supplies to make them safe for human consumption, has been
distributed to those persons having contaminated water
supplies.
The Action of Ions on Reproduction. O.K. Cosla, The College
of the Ozarks, Clarksville.
A. The potential of reproduction or sterility in
Aspergillus niger is in the function of the concentration of
magnesium In the cultivating medium.
B. Magnesium is an Indispensable element for germina-
tion, evolution and reproduction of the chlorophytic plants.
C. Magnesium is an indispensable element for conception,
pregnancy and embryologlcal evolution of the rat.
D. Female rats, submitted to a partial absence of
magnesium remained sterile; in the case of an administration
of magnesium, however, after a certain time interval, they
conceive and carry the pregnancy to termination.
The Influence of Injectable Liver Extract Upon Ascaridia
galli Infections in Chicks. Cecilia K. Keith, J.R. Totter
and E. Sadun, University of Arkansas, School of Medicine,
Little Rock.
Preliminary experiments indicated that chicks reared on
a highly purified diet adequate for good growth, harbored
only extremely small worms, upon autopsy three weeks after
infection with Ascaridia galli. Control chicks on a commer-
cial diet had worms at least 4-6 times the length of those on
a purified diet. Further experiments were carried out with
the addition to one group of 8 ml. of 15 unit Injectable
liver extract per kilo of purified diet, and to another group
2% of whole dried liver. The chicks were Infected with about
600 parasite eggs at about one week of age and autopsied
three weeks later. The average lengths of the worms found
were as follows: Commercial diet group 27.7 mm., whole dried
liver group 3.4 mm., Injectable liver extract group 11.1 mm.
This Indicated that there is a substance present in the liver
extract necessary in relatively large amount for the normal
growth of the worms. This substance may be vitamin B12 or
the animal protein factor.
12
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Experimental Contributions to the Cellulary Synthesis ofCellulose. O.K. Cosla, The College of the Ozarks, Clarks-
ville.
A. In the process of cellulary synthesis of cellulose,
magnesium is indispensable, potassium and zinc are necessary;
iron can be useful; the presence of the ions of these ele-
ments exercise an important action.
B. In the medium Raulln certain concentrations of mag-
nesium, potassium, zinc, and iron increase the power for
cellulary synthesis of cellulose by various respective per-
centages.
C. The presence of these elements in the nutritional
solution at higher concentrations may transform them into
cellulary toxics.
D. These elements exercise their catalytic action on
cellulary synthesis of cellulose Independent of each other.
E. The presence or absence of any of the above elements
can be substituted by the presence or absence of another,
but the action of one completes and supplements the action of
the others, if the ionic synerglsm results in the catalytic
action of increasing the potency for cellulary synthesis of
cellulose.
F. Potassium cannot be substituted by sodium ammonium
or magnesium in its catalytic action on cellulary synthesis
of cellulose.
Medical Science Section
Blood Sugar Levels and Cataract in Alloxan- treated,
Galactose-fed and Xylose-fed Weanling Rats. R. Sterling and
P.L. Day, University of Arkansas School of Medicine.
Diabetes was produced In thirty animals by the use of
alloxan, which causes necrosis of the Islets of Langerhans of
the pancreas. These animals were given an adequate diet con-
taining 70 per cent glucose as the source of carbohydrate.
Ten normal control animals were given the' same diet. Ten
were given a similar diet with 35 per cent xylose replacing a
like amount of glucose and ten were placed on a diet contain-
ing 35 per cent galactose. Ophthalmoscopic examinations of
the eyes were made every three days and blood sugar determina-
tions were made twice a week. The development of cataract In
each group was studied In relation to blood sugar level and
duration of hyperglycemia. The control untreated animals re-
ceiving only the carbohydrate glucose did not show cataract,
whereas animals receiving xylose or galactose all developed
cataract. The alloxan-treated rats became severely diabetic,
also showed cataract. Although the average blood sugar levels
In the severely diabetic alloxan-treated rats were much higher
than In the xylose - or galactose-fed rats, the development
of cataract was much slower.
Clinical Evidences of Nutritional Deficiencies in Alaskan
Eskimos. C.F. Shukers, J.R. Totter, University of Arkansas
School of Medicine, and Christine A. Heller, Territorial
Department of Health, Juneau, Alaska.
A nutrition survey of Alaskan Eskimos In six villages,
four of them north of the Arctic Circle, was conducted at the
request of the Territorial Department of Health under a grant
from the U.S. Public Health service. Laboratory data are
reported elsewhere. Physical inspection of eyes, face, teeth,
13
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tongue, gums and skin were made on 1065 persons, one-twelfth
of the total esklmo population. Blood pressures, height,
weight, knee Jerks and vibratory sense were recorded.
There was no evidence of protein or caloric Insuffi-
ciency. Two Instances of Iron deficiency anemia were found.
Dental carles was prevalent and extensive. Rickets was un-
common. From 16 to 69% of all persons examined In the six
villages gave evidence of vitamin A deficiency. Ten percent
had signs of vitamin C deficiency. Evidence of vitamin B
group deficiency, except rlboflavln was noted In lesser per-
centage.
The Arctic Is rich In food resources including animal
sources, berries, leaves and greens.
3 Biochemical Findings in a Nutritional Survey of Alaskan
Eskimos. J.R. Totter, Christine A. Heller, and C.F. Shukers,
University of Arkansas School of Medicine.
Data were gathered on the blood levels of vitamin A,
carotene, vitamin C, hemoglobin and plasma proteins of ap-
proximately 100 Alaskan Eskimos from several villages.
Nearly 1/3 of all of the subjects had serum vitamin A
levels below a minimum value compatible with good health.
More than 1/2 of the subjects had plasma vitamin C values
below the lower limits of normal for the American popula-
tion. Hemoglobin values were slightly low while plasma
protein levels were slightly above average for Americans;
the data show satisfactory correlation with estimated dietary
Intakes.
4 A Method of Measuring Iodine
-
131 in Urine and Other
Liquids. w.A. Reilly, M.D., R.R. Edwards, and R.Q. Holmes,
University of Arkansas School of Medicine.
The rate of excretion of radioiodine (8 day I131 ) by
patients administered tracer doses (5-50 mlcrocurles) Is
being determined by means of direct counting of the gamma
radiations emitted from an aliquot portion of urine, employ-
ing a thin glass-walled dipping counter. Values so obtained
are compared with standards prepared by addition of a known
amount of radioiodine to normal urine, and the concentration
of I131 in the unknown is then expressed Inmicrocurles per
mllllliter. Total radioiodine output for a given time
period Is then obtained simply by multiplying by the total
specimen volume. For samples collected over a period of
several days, the usual corrections for radioactive decay
must be applied.
Medical Applications of Nuclear Physics. P.J. Rosenbaum,
University of Arkansas School of Medicine.
5
This paper includes definitions and explanation of
terms used to describe work done with radiolsotopes. The
use of a specific Isotope, 1131 is described. The role of
radioactive iodine in hyper thyroid ism and its use as a
diagnostic tool is Included. In hyper thyroid Ism the uptake
and excretion of il31 at,Ove normal whereas in hypothy-
roldlsm the uptake Is barely perceptible. These facts sug-
gest the use of 1131 in diagnosis of thyroid disorders.
The theory Involved and the use of I131 In treatment of
carcinoma of the thyroid Is discussed. Present indications
are not favorable for Its use in most cases of this condi-
tion.
Danger associated with the use of radioactive materials
is emphasized.
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An Attempt to Produce Rheumatic-Like Lesions in Mice. A.
Nettleshlp, M.D., University of Arkansas School of Medicine.
The etlologlcal agent which produces rheumatic fever Is
not known. Rheumatic fever Is still one of the largest
killers of people under the age of forty. ItIs Important
therefore, to attempt to find out what the etlologlcal agent
may be.
The present day concept revolves around bacteria as
being primarily the cause of the disease or some sensitivity
reaction.
It was the purpose of the author, In this Instance, to
test the sensitivity aspect In mice. Both non-specific and
specific antigens were used In two separate groups of mice
with adequate control. The non-specific antigen was egg
white In sterile distilled water. The specific antigen was
a stock strain of B-hemolytlc streptococcus. The result
showed that by Injection of specific and non-specific anti-
gens rheumatic -like lesions could be produced In mice. These
had Aschoff nodules and cells. The experiments were compli-
cated by an epidemic of para-typhold which occurred In the
animals.
Intestinal Changes Secondary to Pelvic Irradiation Therapy.
M.S. Craig, Jr., M.D., University of Arkansas School of
Medicine.
The introduction of radium and roentgen rays as
therapeutic agents In the treatment of extra-rectal pelvic
conditions Is responsible for the development of a previously
nonexistent type of lesion In the rectum and slgmold colon.
This paper Is an abstract of a study of 200 patients who
developed Irradiation damage in the rectum or slgmold colon
following irradiation therapy for benign or malignant extra-
rectal pelvic conditions. The post-lrradlation lesions In
the bowel were diagnosed at proctoslgmoidoscoplc examination.
These lesions have a typical appearance when observed through
the proctoslgmoldoscope. Although the majority of post-
lrradiatlon lesions occur in women, they also have developed
In men after the Irradiation of tumors of the bladder and
prostate gland.
The symptoms due to a post-lrradlatlon reaction in the
lower bowel are usually very distressing and demoralizing.
The most frequent symptoms are rectal bleeding, rectal
tenesmus, pain and diarrhea.
Physical Science Section
Report on the Mechanism of Carbohydrate Oxidation in Weak
Acid Solutions. E.A. Provlne and Stanley Zimmerman, Ouachita
College.
Oxidation of glucose-galactose mixture and lactose In
weak acid solution at 60°C. at different pH levels (3.2-6.8)
was studies over periods of time from 1-2400 hours.
Oxidizing solutions of copper acetate, copper acetate-
copper oxide, sliver acetate, and silver acetate -sliver oxide
were used. After the desired period of oxidation the reac-
tion mixture was analyzed for the unchanged sugar, osone,
glyoxalic acid, formic acid, oxalic acid, carbon dioxide, and
the oxygen consumed. Calculations and graphs were made to
show rates of formation of the above products with time.
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2. Effect of Percentage of Catalyst on Length of Polymer in
Styrene. R. Stringer, Arkansas State College.
Styrene was synthesized by using cinnamlc acid. The
extent of its polymerization as a function of time was then
followed by viscosity measurements using both catalyzed and
uncatalyzed samples. Standinger and Kraemer were followed
in calculation of average molecular weights.
3. A Random Wave Form Generator. Z.V. Harvallk, Institute of
Science and Technology, University of Arkansas.
An electric generator Is described which produces any
wave-form of periodic recurrence, required for certain
studies of noise, or In physiology (as stimulator) or in
psychology, etc.
The generator is based upon the following principle:
the intensity of a light source is varied by a rotating paper
mask shaped of the desired wave form, and applied to a
barrier-layer photocell.
In case the output of the generator is too low, the
current can be amplified electronically to any desired level.
5. X-ray Study of Magnesium Coating. P.C. Sharrah, University
of Arkansas.
X-ray diffraction studies of powdered magnesium are
being made to obtain Information about the coating formed on
magnesium metal after exposure to air of varying degrees of
humidity. The detection of additional lines on a Debye-
Scherrer pattern of powdered magnesium after exposure to
moist air would serve to establish the nature of the coating
formed. A slight displacement of the lines produced by the
magnesium would result if the coating merely distorted the
lattice due to an insertion or substitution In the lattice.
Large Bragg angle Debye-Scherrer patterns or back reflection
patterns may prove to be necessary if the latter proves to
be the case since the positions of the diffraction lines are
unusually sensitive to slight changes In the lattice con-
stants for large values of Bragg angle. A special X-ray
camera is being built now so that the samples of magnesium
can be held Inmoist or dry air or In a vacuum during the
X-ray exposure.
6. Qualitative Radiochemical Analysis for Uranium and Thorium in
Ore Samples. R.R. Edwards, Institute of Science and Techno-
logy, University of Arkansas.
Extraction of finely powdered ore samples with hot con-
centrated hydrochloric acid leads to (perhaps Incomplete)
removal of radium. Filtration and dilution of the resulting
solution to an acid strength of about 1 M Is followed by
precipitation of about 20 mg of BaS04 (excess sulfate). The
precipitate Is washed and dried, and Its radioactivity fol-
lowed as a function of time. If the original sample contain-
ed thorium, the precipitate will contain Ra^28 (MsThi) and
and Ra224 (ThX), and will exhibit relatively rapid radioactive
growth characteristic of the 6 hour MsThg and the 10 hour ThB.
Uranium-containing ores will yield only Ra226, which will ex-
hibit a longer growth period, characteristic of the 3.8 day
Ra222, Application of the procedure has demonstrated appre-
ciable activity derived from uranlmum associated with de-
posits near the springs at Hot Springs National Park.
7. Radioactivity and Mineralization in Rhyolite Porphyry, p.g.
Damon, Institute of Science and Technology, University of
Arkansas.
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Measurements of the hard gamma radiation from the pre-
Cambrian rhyollte porphyry of the Bourbon, Missouri, well
core show a direct relationship between mineralization and
radioactive content. Low activities are, in general,
associated with high mineral density, whereas the mineral
density Is a function of the magnetite content. The low
activities are most probably due to a leaching out of the
potassium content. This Indicates that gamma-ray well logs
should be capable of accurately measuring the location of
mineral deposits in potassium rich rock.
Seismic Prospecting for Petroleum in the Magnolia Area
D.P. Schafer, University of Arkansas.
Seismic methods are used In attempts to map contours on
sub-surface beds; they determine the depth of beds below the
point of observation, and probably constitute the only method
which gives possibilities of being equivalent to core drill-
ing.
In considering sections 1, 2 and 3, T.17S., R.21 W. and
sections 34, 35 and 36, T.16 S., R.21 W. Columbia County,
Arkansas we fllnd from records on the Buckner Field and the
Magnolia Field that the weathering zone is narrow and key
horizons rather shallow. The Glen Rose anhydrite and Reynolds
oolitic limestone, of the Smackover formation, will show re-
flections.
Computations of the seismograms are such that we may
plot graphically the depth of Image points, in terms of time
In seconds and horizontal distance In feet, on reflection
beds below each shot point. Each shot hole willbe shot In
two or more directions with a spread distance of 1320 feet.
The Glen Rose anhydrite lies 4300 feet above the Smack-
over. Contour maps of both horizons show an anticlinal
structure In section 35, T. 16 S., R.21 W., Columbia County,
Arkansas.
Topography on Buried Ouachita Mountains as a Cause of some
Structures in Cretaceous Sediments in Texas. f.h.
Getzendaner, Yellville, Arkansas.
A burled southwestern extension of the Ouachita Moun-
tains has been traced through Texas in the direction of Austin
Austin and San Antonio, thence westward to the Big Bend of
the Rio Grande. Also it is believed that the Ouachitas ex-
tend underground to the southeastward, through southern .
Arkansas, northeastern Louisiana, Mississippi and Into Ala-
bama, where they emerge as the southern end of the Appalachian
Mountains.
A number of attractive structures In Southwest Texas,
within the belt of the burled Ouachitas, have been drilled for
oil. Metamorphosed shales, sandstones and marbles have been
found underlying the Trinity sands at depths ranging from 900
feet to several thousand feet. At some localities the num-
ber of tests is sufficient to map topography on these meta-
morphics. Ithas been found that there Is a correspondence
between structural elevations and this topography.
The author has concluded that, In some cases at least,
the structures are due to differential compaction of varying
thicknesses of Trinity sediments, which were first laid down
in the old valleys and gradually burled the ridges and hills.
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The possibility is suggested that similar relations may
exist elsewhere within the belts of the buried Ouachlta
Mountains.
Psychology Section
Reliabilities and Intercorrelations of the Scales of the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. W. Krlnsky,
University of Arkansas.
This study was undertaken to determine the reliabilities
and intercorrelations of the various scales of the MMPI on
both the group and individual forms of the Inventory for the
purpose of determining its usefulness In the selection,
counseling, and guidance of college students.
This Inventory is at present one of the most frequently
used personality questionnaires. A survey of research re-
ports indicates the lack of a statistical analysis of the
instrument. This Is particularly true with reference to Its
use with college students. The use of the MMPI for personal-
ity evaluation can be Justified only on the basis of favor-
able results from validity determinations.
Subjects for the experiment were 120 students at the
University of Arkansas. Both individual and group forms were
used. Split-half reliabilities were computed for 11 scales
and total score along with Intercorrelations of the 9
diagnostic scales for each form of administration.
The results were essentially negative. No scale had
high enough reliability to Insure individual prediction and
many scales were so low as to allow prediction little better
than chance. Only two scales showed significant differences
between group and Individual forms. Very few intercorrela-
tions showed significant differences between the two forms of
administration; however, many correlations were above .33,
the maximum for Independent factors.
ItIs felt therefore, that in Its present form the MMPI
is useless for diagnostic purposes with college students.
This is concluded from the low reliabilities reducing predic-
tion and the high intercorrelations Indicating that possibly
the Inventory is measuring much the same factor In all scales
and hence Is not diagnostic -
Relationships Between Spectral Color Preference and Spectral
Typical Color Characterizations for Foveal Light-adapted
Binocular Vision. J.H. Bowen, University of Arkansas and
ORDARK Research Project.
The problem of perception has been a principal one In
psychology for many years. We may trace, in present litera-
ture, a return to prominence of the problem In an attempt to
study perception as a complex Interpretive process which is
extant In all responses. Such a conception of perception
leads us to Inquire into the relationships between perception
and attitude, preference, motivation, etc. A study now in
progress Is designed to investigate one of these relation-
ships, i.e. the relationship between spectral color preference
and spectral typical color characterizations. The data show
a close correspondence between these two variables. This
result tends somewhat to support the position that attitudes
and motivations are largely functions of past exDerlence.
A New Color-blindness Test;; Z.V. Harvalik, University of
Arkansas, ORDARK Research Project.
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An individual is tested for color perception with a
spectrometer. The wave lengths of transitions of colors are
recorded and tabulated. The length of the yellow range, its
positions in the spectrum, and ratio to the width of the
green and the orange range is determined. The evaluation of
this information Indicates the type and degree of color
blindness.
This method permits the discrimination between two types
of red-green color blindness; the green-expense and the red-
expense color blindness.
Temporary color blindness, produced by pre-exposure to
colored light sources, including fluorescent light, is also
discussed.
Geology Symposium
Saturday Morning 9:15 A.M.
1 Titanium Deposits of Arkansas. Drew Holbrook, LittleRock.
The Magnet Cove area, Hot Spring County, Arkansas, con-
sists of a rudely elliptical basin and a surrounding rim that
are underlain principally by syenitlc rocks Injected Into the
surrounding folded Paleozoic sediments in Upper Cretaceous
time. The important rutlle deposit at Magnet Cove is exposed
In an abandoned open pit mine In the northern Cove basin and
consists of a series of feldspar-carbonate-pyrite-rutile
veins In fractures in an aegirine phonollte porphyry country
rock. Clay minerals predominate due to hydrothermal altera-
tion of both the country rock and veins. Rutlle Is the
principal titanium mineral in the veins but leucoxene is also
present.
Quartz Crystals in Arkansas." H.D. Miser, U.S. Geological
Survey.
3
Quartz crystals have been mined In Arkansas for manyyears, first by the Indians who shaped them into arrowheads
and more recently by white men who have used them for making
optical equipment and jewelry. In recent years, especially
during World War II, there was a great demand for oscillator
quartz. At that time quartz crystal mining was greatly
accelerated by individuals, the Diamond Drill Carbon Company,
and the U.S. Government. Clear crystals of oscillator grade
are, however, so scarce that only about 5 tons of this grade
were produced during the war years. This quantity was very
small in comparison with the war-time requirements of 2,000
tons, nearly all of which was imported from Brazil.
Although the quartz crystals are abundant and are found
at numerous places in Arkansas, vein quartz Is even more
abundant and more widely distributed. Most of the veins and
crystals are restricted to a belt, 30 to 40 miles wide, ex-
tending in a west-southwesterly direction from Little Rock,
Arkansas, to northern McCurtaln County, Okla. , a distance of
about 150 miles.
The quartz veins and crystals and their associated
minerals are hydrothermal deposits of probably magmatlc ori-
gin. They were formed during the closing stage of the
Pennsylvanlan orogeny that djformed the thick Paleozoic
sequence of the Ouachita Mountains. At this time metamorphlc
changes of the rocks were produced by dynamic movement and
heat to which was added the heat of the hydrothermal solu-
tions. These processes produced varying degrees of
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me tamorphlc changes In the rocks not only throughout the
Ouachlta Mountains but also In the adjoining coal field of
southeastern Oklahoma and western Arkansas. The belt of
greatest metamorphlsm lies along the axis of the main anti-
cllnorlum of the Ouachlta Mountains, and this belt contains
not only the largest exposures of pre-Pennsylvanian rocks but
also most of the vein quartz. The regional arching of the
strata to form the antlcllnorlum apparently took place after
the major structural deformation and metamorphlsm of the
strata of the deposltlonal geosyncllne of the Ouachlta Moun-
tains. The up.varplng apparently developed the tenslonal
fractures through which the hydrothermal solutions passed
and deposited the quartz and other minerals of the quartz
veins. The metalliferous deposits of the Ouachlta Mountains
- those of lead, zinc, antimony, and quick-silver - appear
to have been formed at the time of quartz deposition. Also
the time of quartz deposition should be considered In the
dating of lead and zinc mineralization In other areas of the
Mississippi Valley region.
Physiographic Divisions of Arkansas. A.W. Giles, University
of Arkansas.
Three of the major physiographic divisions of the United
States are represented in Arkansas: Ozark Plateaus, Ouachlta
Province and Gulf Coastal Plain. An attempt has been made to
subdivide these divisions into physiographic sections. The
Ozark Plateau consists of 3 divisions, Springfield Plateau,
Salem Plateau and Boston Mountains. The Springfield Plateau
is divided Into 4 sections. No attempt has been made to
divide the Salem Plateau or the Boston Mountains into sec-
tions. The Ouachita Province is conventionally divided into
the Arkansas Valley, Ouachita Mountains and Athens Piedmont
Plateau. In this study the Arkansas Valley Is divided Into
11 sections. The Fourche Mountains, the second division of
the Ouachita Mountains, is divided into 7 sections. The
Novacullte Upliftwhich occupies the center of the Ouachlta
Mountains Is divided into 10 sections. No attempt has been
made to subdivide the Athens Plateau. The eastern part of
Arkansas is occupied by the Mississippi Alluvial Plain which
is readily subdivided into 4 sections. The southern part of
the State Is occupied by the West Gulf Coastal Plain which
Is divided Into 3 large sections. The classification pro-
posed is purely tentative and subject to modification as the
study progresses.
Nonmetalliferous Deposits of Arkansas. W.B. Mather, Midwest
Research Institute.
Arkansas Is not only a geologist's paradise, but It is
also particularly fortunate in possessing a wide variety of
mineral resources. These resources may be arbltarlly divided
into (l) non-metalliferous deposits; (2) metalliferous de-
posits; (3) fuels; and (4) water. The most abundant and most
widespread deposits are those classed as non-metalliferous.
Limestone and dolomite suitable for a wide variety of
uses are abundant in north Arkansas. Chalk of sufficient
purity to be utilized as an agricultural lime crops out In
southwest Arkansas. Clays and shales of almost every type
are found throughout the state and especially in central and
south-central Arkansas. Silica occurs In several forms
-
(1) as glass sand In the St. Peter formation of north Arkansas;(2) as trlpoli in northwest and central Arkansas; (3) as
novacullte in central Arkansas; (4) as chert in north
Arkansas, and (5) as quartz crystals In central Arkansas.
Large barl te deposits of central Arkansas assure the state of
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leadership In the production of this mineral for many years.
Gypsum deposits of Pike County are being mined, while
strontium deposits of Howard County were mined during World
War II.
Nephellno syenite In the Little Rock area Is presently
employed In the manufacture of roofing granules and In the
future may be used as a flux by the ceramic Industry.
Sand and gravel, potash -bear Ing marl, phosphate-bearing
shale, vermlcullte, asphalt, and diamonds should also be
Included In the list of the state's non-metalliferous de-
posits.
Wilcox Clays of Arkansas. J. Funnell, Midwest Research In-6
stitute.
A considerable portion of the land area of southern
Arkansas Is covered with Tertiary sediments. From a ceramic
viewpoint, the most Important of these sediments Is the
Wilcox formation, which has been for many years a major
source of high quality clays. Large basin and lenticular
deposits of clay In the Wilcox occur with lignite and are
often Interbedded with sand. Several kinds of clay, Includ-
ing ball clays, refractory bond clays, fire clays, sagger
clays, wad clays, stoneware clays, etc., are commonly found
In the same deposit. Also found In the Wilcox formation In
Arkansas are the residual kaolins of the bauxite region near
Little Rock, and the transported sandy kaolins of Ouachlta
and Dallas counties.
Chemical analyses of Wilcox formation clays In Arkansas
reveal that the silica content of representative dark and
gray-colored samples ranges from 48.34 to over 70 percent,
the alumina content from 16 to 34.58 percent, and that the
Iron oxide content Is usually less than one percent In the
better quality clays. Many of the clays burn to white or
Ivory colors, and a number of them develop essentially zero
porosity when fired to cone 12 (2390 F.). Allexhibit good
plasticity and workability, showing good green strength when
dry. While a few of the clays examined exhibited abnormally
high total shrinkage after firing, the general trend was
along the lines of satisfactory shrinkage characteristics as
based on a utility viewpoint. Fusion points ranged from cone
26 to cone 32.
Examination of the clays was made by chemical analyses,
petrographic and electron microscopes, X-ray diffraction
equipment, fusion point furnace, and other laboratory equip-
ment at the Midwest Research Institute in Kansas City,
Missouri.
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ARKANSAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE
33RD ANNUAL MEETING - MAY 6TH, 7TH, 1949
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
ARKANSAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE SECRETARY'S REPORT
Close to 200 members of the Academy registered at the desk
Installed at the University of Arkansas School of Medicine where
the meetings were held. Special recognition Is due to the local
committee; Dr. J. Banks, Mr. P.J. Rosenbaum, Mr. H.L. Wlnburn,
and Dr. J.R. Totter and the liaison work performed for the local
committee and the program committee by Dr. R.R. Edwards. The
preliminary business session of the Academy was held at 11:00
A.M. on Friday, May 6th, with the following order of business:
(1) The minutes of the 32nd Annual Meeting of the Academy
were read and approved.
(2) Dr. T.L. Smith presented a Treasurer's report showing a
balance of $280.57.
(3) The subject of the proposed legislation concerned with
the National Science Foundation was briefly discussed
and the members of the Academy heard a short statement
made by Mr. Winburn, Chairman of a special committee
created at the 32nd Annual Meeting, reporting that no
direct action has been taken by the Committee.
(4) New applications for membership in the Academy were pre-
sented and the new members were elected to the Academy.
(5) President C.V. Roblnette appointed a committee on nomina-
tions, a committee on resolutions and an auditing com-
mittee which were to report at the final business meet-
ing of the Academy.
(6) The location of the next annual meeting was briefly dis-
cussed with Dr. L.B. Ham, pointing out that prior to the
war it had been voted that the Academy meetings were to
be held at the University of Arkansas In Fayettevllle
every third year, and that Itmay be desirable to have
the meetings held in Fayettevllle every second year.
During the discussion itwas also brought out that the
Academy may wish to consider the advisability of having
both a spring and a fall meeting, since the business of
the Academy has expanded greatly In the past few years.
There being no new business the meeting was adjourned at
12:15 P.M.
Following a luncheon In the School of Medicine's cafeteria
the afternoon was devoted to the general program of presentation
of papers with the significant fact that there were simultaneous
sessions of the biological, the medical, the physical, the psycho-
logy and social science sections. Summaries or actual papers are
presented in other parts of these proceedings.
The annual dinner of the Academy was held at 6:00 P.M. Friday
evening at the Women's City Club with President C.V. Robinette
acting as Toastmaster. During the latter part of the dinner Miss
Ruth Armstrong, Vice President of the Academy, presented an en-
lightening, interesting and charming talk on A New Day for
Koreans".
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The annual lecture was presented by Dr. P.L. Day, Head of
the Department of Physical Chemistry, on "Studies on the Bio-
chemistry of Blood Cell Formation". The general talk was atten-
tively received by an audience of about 60 people who were great-
ly interested in the well-presented and illustrated address. The
meeting was adjourned at 9:30 P.M.
**********
The Saturday morning, May 7th, session was held at the
School of Medicine and was devoted to a Geology Symposium, which
was presented by seven participants in a series of well co-
ordinated papers.
The final business session of the Academy was held immediate
ly following the Symposium with the presentation of the reports
of the auditing, the resolutions and the nominating committees,
headed by Mr. Winburn. The recommendations of the nominating
committee were as follows: President, J.R. Totter, Vice Presi-
dent, R.H. Austin, Secretary, W.W. Grigorleff, Editor, D.M. Moore
Treasurer, T.L. Smith. These nominees were elected. The subject
of the next annual meeting of the Academy was discussed and an
informal poll was held showing that Petit Jean was the choice of
the majority of the members present. It was agreed that this
Informal vote would be considered by the incoming officers of the
Academy In the formulation of the pluns for the 34th Annual Meet-
ing. The meeting was adjourned at 12:30 P.M.
**********
A field trip to the nepheline syenite quarries and the Hurri-
cane Creek bauxite workings conducted by Mr. Harold Foxhall,
State Geologist of Arkansas, took place on Saturday afternoon and
the attendants enjoyed a very educational and refreshing ex-
perience In visiting the bauxite region.
W.W. Grigorieff
Secretary
4-3-50
WWG/mc
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THE LESPEDEZAS OF NORTHWEST ARKANSAS
Orrin J. Henbest, Foyetteville
INTRODUCTION
The uplands of Northwest Arkansas are the meeting-place, so
to speak, of at least three plant regions
—
the oak-hickory
forests from the north and east, the prairies from the west, and
the gulf coastal plains from the south. This Intermixture of
plant types together with the varied habitats provided by the
wide range of geological formations, mountains, plains, and
prairies produces a flora rich in genera and species.
This paper deals with the floras of that part of the Ozark
and Boston Mountains which lies In six counties and the adjacent
parts of six more counties in the Northwestern corner of the
state.
DISCUSSION
The lespedas are particularly Interesting because of the
large number of species, their wide distribution, their erosion-
control and soil-building qualities, their Importance as farm
crops, and their value as food for wildlife. It Is an easy mat-
ter to collect six or eight species within a small area of a few
acres, but nowhere does one find a dense stand of any of the
native species. Many specimens are difficult to Identify using
all the manuals available (1,2, 3 and 4). No one manual covers
this area completely, but rather Includes it In the outer edge
of the region treated in the manual. As a result many of the
descriptions do not fit our forms accurately.
Of the 125 species of lespedeza, only two are annuals, and
a few of the perennial species are shrubs. Their range appears
to be limited to the eastern parts of the Old and New Worlds in
the north temperate zone. The twenty odd native species in.the
eastern United States and southeastern Canada are all perennial
herbs.
A large number of annual, perennial, and shrubby species
have been introduced into the United States to observe their
values for forage, erosion control, and as ornamentals. By far
the most valuable of these are the species and varieties of L.
striata and L. stipulacea
—
the only two annual species belong-
ing to this genus.
Pieters (5) said of the former, "The common lespedeza has
long been in the United States, the earliest record being from
Monticello, Georgia, in 1846 Itspread to Alabama and Missis
slppl by 1867 and was well known Inparts of Tennessee In1870.
In 1880 it was being cut for hay in Louisiana." It is supposed
that the seeds were brought from Japan or China in some tea
boxes.
Many farmers were mystified at the sudden appearance of
"Japan clover" in their community and are becoming accustomed to
think of lespedeza in terms of hay and soil conservation. They
have accepted It as a life-saver for soil much in the same way
that Bermuda grass is prized on the severely eroded soils in
central and southern Arkansas.
"Korean lespedeza was sent to the United States In1919 by-
Ralph Mills, a medical missionary in Chosen (formerly Korea)" (5)
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Lespedeza striata is so well adapted to varying conditions
and produces such an abundance of seed that it is widely used in
pasture mixtures and as a soil improving crop. Some of its im-
proved varieties, known as Kobe and Tennessee 76, have proven to be
valuable hay crops, but are not as generally popular in Arkansas
as is Korean lespedeza (L. stipulacea). The varieties of the
latter species, Harbin and early Korean, are early-maturing and
are adaptable to the northern states and southern Canada where
the summers are shorter.
Sericea lespedeza (L. sericea) is gaining importance as a
forage crop on acid or sandy soils comparable to the position of
alfalfa on the nearly neutral or limestone soils. The two annual
species and sericea are unrivaled as soil Improvers and forage
plants for Impoverished soils in the southeastern United States.
Of the native species only a few show even faint values as ero-
sion control or forage plants. Five species are used as browse
by deer, and the leaves of a few more species are eaten by wild
turkey (7). Cattle occasionally eat L. repens and possibly L.
virginica. The prostrate species L. repens and L. procumbens have
a habit which would aid in erosion control were they to grow in
dense stands. The latter species does this to a limited extent
and is worthy of further trial.
Graham (7) has shown that the fruits and leaves of many
species are used as food by several forms of song birds and game
birds and mammals. The author (8) found that lespedeza seeds
made up one-fourth of the food of the bobwhite. The crop of one
bobwhite was found to contain approximately 4000 lespedeza
seeds
—
mostly L. striata and L. stipulacea.
Several lespedezas, notably L. bicolor, have been Introduced
as ornamentals because of their showy flowers, and have also be-
come useful on eroding field borders and wildlife areas for ero-
sion control and food for wildlife.
In the northern part of their range the lespedezas must be
inoculated in order to obtain good yields. Scarification or
softening of the seed coat is advisable In the perennial species
for some of them produce a high percentage of hard seed.
Dry open woods, glades, Idle fields, and prairies are the
natural habitats of our native lespedezas. A few species are
shade tolerant but most of them enjoy only partial shade or com-
pletely open areas. Acid soils are generally preferred by most
species, for on cherty soils which are strongly acid one may find
several species within a small area.
August and September find the largest number of species in
bloom, but the range of dates of blooming begins with L. repens
in early May and extends through September with L. hirta and L.
capitata.
CONSPECTUS
LESPEDEZA Mlchx. Herbs or shrubs. Leaves plnnately 3-foil-
ate, rarely one; leaflets not stipellate. Flowers perfect, peta-
liferous, most species having both apetalous and petaliferous
flowers. Calyx 5-cleft, the lobes nearly equal, slender, or the
two upper ones more or less united. Corolla pink, purplish,
cream color, or whitish; the standard broad, clawed; the wings
and keel petals clawed. Stamens 10 (9 and 1, or the upper stamen
partially united with the sheath), anthers all alike. Loment
simple (or sometimes 2-jointed, with the lower Joint empty and
stalk-like). Flowers May -September. Pods sometimes remain on
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the dry stalks through the winter. (Dedicated to LESPEDEZ, the
Spanish governor of Florida in the time of Michaux.)
Deam (9) points out, "In a study of this genus the two kinds
of pods and the relative length of the calyx and its lobes should
be noted. The pods of cleistogamous flowers are usually broadly
oval and short and have very short calyx lobes of nearly equal
length, mostly 0.5-2 mm long, and a short, recurved style, usual-
ly less than 1 mm long. The pods of petal iferous flowers are
usually not so wide and are longer, the calyx lobes more irregu-
lar in length and much longer than those of the cleistogamous
flowers, and the style is much longer and not recurved.
The forms covered in this report include thirteen native
and introduced species and one variety occurring in Northwest
Arkansas (based on the herbarium of the University of Arkansas
and the author's collection), and five species and two varieties
reported in various manuals with their ranges extending into this
section of the state. These unconfirmed forms are as follows:
L. prairea Britt., L. Nuttalli Darl., L. Manniana Mack. & Bush.,
L. Stuevei f. augustifolia (Britt.) Hopkins, L. Stuevei var neg-
lecta Britt., L. acuticarpa Mack & Bush., and L. augustifolia(Pursh.) Ell. It is expected that further collections and exami-
nations of other herbaria will verify these species and add more
species to our list.
A key to the sections based on Small's treatment of the
genus and a key to the species and varieties are given followed
by a chart showing the synonyms and the diagnostic features of
the species and varieties. It is to be noted that L. sericea is
included in close relationship with L. virginica because of its
similar vegetative characters.
KEY TO THE LESPEDEZAS OF NORTHWEST ARKANSAS
Section I. STRIATAE. Annuals; stipules and bracts broad and
scarious; calyx lobes about as wide as long, shorter than
the pod; flowers of two kinds, petalif erous and apetalous.
Section II. VIOLACEAE. Perennial herbs; stipules subulate;
bracts minute; calyx lobes much longer than wide, shorter
than the pod; flowers of two kinds, petaliferous and apeta-
lous; corolla purple or purplish (greenish-yellow In L.
sericea) .
Section III.BICOLORAE. Perennial shrubs; stipules subulate;
bracts minute; calyx lobes much longer than wide, much
shorter than pod; flowers all alike; petaliferous, purple
or white; panicles open.
Section IV. CAPITATAE. Perennial herbs; stipules subulate;
bracts minute; calyx lobes much longer than wide, as long
as or longer than the pod; flowers all alike, petaliferous,
whitish or cream-color; panicles congested, usually capitate
I. STRIATAE
Pubescence of stem appressed downward; leaflets
oblong-obovate; calyx lobes bluntly
pointed, almost as long as the pointed
pods 1. L. striata
Pubescence of stem appressed upward; leaflets
broadly obovate; calyx lobes rounded,
about one-fourth as long as the rounded,
strongly reticulated pod
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II.VIOLACEAE
Flower clusters slender-peduncled, mostly 2-4
times as long as their subtending leaves
Stems and leaflets woolly or soft-downy
with short spreading hairs; stems
branched at base, the branches trail-
Ing or procumbent 3. L. procumbens
Stems and leaflets glabrate or sparingly
appressed pubescent; stems slender,
branched, and trailing or spreading
upright
Stems very slender, prostrate or trail-
Ing; leaflets small, 6-15 mm long;
stipules mostly 2-4.5 mm long. . . 4. L. repens
Stems upright or spreading; leaflets
larger; stipules mostly 5-8 mm
long; petal Iferous flowers pani-
culate
Inflorescence close, short-pedun-
cled; calyx-lobes half as long
as pod; main leaflets 20-50 mm
long 5. L. violacea
Inflorescence lax, long-peduncled;
calyx-lobes one-fourth as long
as pod; main leaflets 6-18 mm
long 6. L. prairea
Flower clusters stouter-peduncled, some of
them shorter than the leaves, making
them appear spike-like or head-like
Calyx of petallferous flowers 6-9 mm long,
two-thirds as long as the pod or more 7. L. Manniana
Calyx of petaliferous flowers 3-5 mm long,
one-half as long as pod or less
Leaflets oval to suborbicular or obo-
vate, downy or woolly beneath. . . 8. L. Nuttallii
Leaflets oblong to oblong-elllptlc,
appressed-pube scent beneath. ... 9. L. acuticarpa
Flowers clusters sessile or nearly so
Calyx of petaliferous flowers 3-5 mm long,
rarely half as long as the pod
Leaflets densely woolly beneath
Leaflets elliptical to orbicular . . 10. L. Stuevei
Leaflets linear to linear-oblong
Upper surface of leaflets tomen-
tose-strigose with long
hairs, lower surface more
densely so; petioles of
principal caullne leaves
averaging 17 mm long
11. L. Stuevei f. augustifolia
Upper surface of leaflets downy,
the lower surface more
densely so; plant similar to
L. Stuevei, but
smaller 12. L. Stuevei var neglecta
Leaflets appressed-pubescent or gla-
brate beneath
Leaflets linear to linear-oblong
Apex truncate or obtuse, flowers
purple 13. L. virginica
Apex truncate, leaflets cuneate,
flowers greenish -yellow. . . 14. L. sericea
Leaflets oval to oblong; petalifer-
ous often short-peduncled . . . 15. L. frutescens
Calyx of petallferous flowers 6-8 mm long,
two-thirds as long as the pod or more. 16. L. simulata
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III.BICOLORAE
Tall perennial shrubs with slender branches,
large ovate to obovate leaflets, spar-
ingly pubescent beneath, and lax panic-
les of showy purple or white flowers . . 17. L. bicolor
IV. CAPITATAE
Leaflets oval, ovate, or oblong
Peduncles mostly longer than the leaves;
spike cylindrlc 18. L. hirta
Peduncles shorter than the leaves; spike
subglobose 19. L. capitata
Leaflets linear to linear-oblong or linear-
lanceolate
Spike subglobose; bracts and calyx-lobes
conspicuously long-tipped; calyx
about 8 ram long 20. L. capitata var longifolia
Spike densely-flowered; bracts and
calyx-lobes not conspicuously long
tipped; calyx about 6 mm long . . . . 21. L. augustifolia
SUMMARY
Fourteen native and introduced lespedezas found in Northwest
Arkansas are discussed along with seven species and varieties
which possibly occur In this part of the state. Their values for
agriculture, erosion control, and wildlife are discussed. Aids"
for identification are presented by a key to the species and by a
chart showing in tabular form the diagnostic features of the
species and varieties.
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TETRAMERISM IN NARCISSUS
Dwight M. Moore, University of Arkansas
The six-parted perianth
In the genus Narcissus and
the rest of the Llllales Is
so common that any marked de-
viation therefrom Is worthy
of notice. This trlmerous
perianth normally consists of
two cycles of 3 parts each,
the corona, two sets of three
stamens and a trlcarpellate
gyneclum.
In the spring of 1944,
there came to the attention
of the author a number of
specimens of this genus In
which, Instead of the usual
series of 3's, there were 2
cycles of 4 perianth parts, 2
sets of 4 stamens and a 4-
parted gyneclum, a 4 lobed
stigma and 4 loculed ovary.
The source of the plants
was sought out and located In
an old flower bed In Rogers,
Arkansas, where the lack of
any care for many years had
resulted In serious crowding
of the bulbs and plants. In
some spots there was nearly
50% of this tetramerlsm but In
others all the flowers were
normal.
Naturally, the question
arose as to whether or not
that was an event of a single
season, or whether Itmight be
recurrent.
To answer this question the same old garden was visited In suc-
ceeding spring blooming seasons and the recurrence of the condition
noted. Some clumps of bulbs were dug, and transplanted to the writer's
garden. Here they produced the same kinds of flowers In each succeed-
ing year. Later similar tetramerous specimens of apparently the same
variety appeared in other parts of Rogers and Bent onvllie.
The accompanying figure (Fig. l) shows the tetramerous flower to
compare with the normal.
Note: As this paper is going to press i,ln the spring of 1950, it
might be added that in the transplanted plants the ratio of abnormal to
normal flowers was considerably lower than in past years. This may be
due to the fact that they are not so crowded, or there may be some
other explanation. Further observations willbe continued.
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A NEW FERN RECORD FOR ARKANSAS
Dwight V. Moore, University of Arkansas
To most people of Arkansas, April 12, 1945 Is chiefly
memorable as the date of the death of President Franklin D.
Roosevelt. It also marks the discovery near Prescott, Arkansas,
of a very unusual representative of the Ophloglossaceae.
While the writer was checking on the
variation of certain flowering plants In a
low open meadow one and a half miles south
of Prescott, Arkansas, a tiny specimen,
easily recognizable as a form of Ophioglossum
was found. (Fig. 2)
The largest specimens stood not more
than 4 cm. tall from the ground to the top
of the fertile frond. The sterile frond
was about 1 cm. long and 0.5 cm. broad and
reached no more than 2 cm. from the ground.
The fertile stalk ranged from 2-3 cm. long
while the sporebearlng portion was only 3
mm. long. The leaves arose from a tiny
globose rhizome, 2-4 mm. In diameter, bear-
Ing a few very slender roots.
When this material was presented and
described to members of the American Fern
Society at St. Louis InMarch, 1946, Itwas
Identified by Dr. Clyde F. Reed as 0. crotalopboroides var. nanumOsten.
However,
on later exam-
ination, Dr.
Robert T. Clausen
Identified it as
0. crotalophor-
oides subsp.
typicum a native
of the gulf
states and Cen-
tral and South
America, as de-
signated by him
In 1938 (1) and
1948 (2). The
variety nanum
had been report-
ed only from
Paraguay and
Argentina, and,
according to
Dr. Clausen Is
referred to
subsp. typicum.
The present col-
lection appears to represent the most northerly station yet re-
ported for this little species.
Previously two species of Ophioglossum have been reported In
Arkansas. 0. engelmanni Prantl. Is quite common in thin soil on
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calcareous rocks. 0. vulgatum Is found in alluvial soils In
meadows and woods, chiefly In the southern part of the state. The
new one, while as yet reported only from Prescott may be found
elsewhere In the coastal plain portion of the state.
Note: Additional material of the same fern was collected
from the same station In April, 1949. At this time the specimens
all appeared to be even smaller than those found In 1945.
References:
1. Clausen, Robert T. A Monograph of the Ophioglossaceae. Vol.
19, #2, pp. 157, 158. 1938.
2. Clausen, Robert T. The Ophioglossum of the Faulkland Islands
and the Relationship and Distribution of Ophioglossum cro-
talophoroides. Amer. Fern Journ. Vol. 38, #4, pp. 176-186.
1948
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE ARKANSAS BRYOPHYTES
Eugene B. Wittlake, University of Arkansas
To date, the study of the Bryophytes In the State of Arkansas
has been very sporadic, and confined more or less to very re-
stricted areas. Accounts of the Bryophytes, found in Arkansas,
are scattered through the works of the various outstanding bryo-
loglsts in the east and far western part of the United States.
However, Iam not unaware that there are Individuals In the state
who have assembled specimens from time to time, but no official
record has been made of their collections.
In the days when Arkansas was yet a territory, Thomas Nuttall
made numerous collections from both Missouri and Arkansas. In his
later years and when Arkansas had become a state, he accompanied
Leo Lesquereux on various trips into Arkansas. Nuttall, however,
listed no bryophytes from Arkansas In almost thirty years of
ardent collecting.
Our first official records of Arkansas Bryophytes were made
by Mr. Lesquereux about the year 1859. This was published under
the title of "A Botanical and Paleontologlcal Report on the
Geological Survey of Arkansas". This can be found In the Second
Geological Survey of Arkansas, printed in Philadelphia in 1860.(6)
At that time, Mr. Lesquereux collected Reboulia hemispherica
which F.V. Coville In 1888 called "Asterella" hemispherica In his
account of Lesquereux 's collections. All of Lesquereux 's observa-
tions were made at Mammoth Springs and around Hot Springs. In the
same locality he collected the mosses, Bartramia radicalis, Bryum
argentum, Barbula unquiculata, Fissidens taxifolius and Hypnum
noterophyllum.
Later J.C. Branner and F.V. Coville published in the Annual
Report of 1888 of the Arkansas Geological Survey a list of the
plants of Arkansas. Their list of Bryophytes consisted entirely
of liverworts found on Salado Creek near Batesville In Indepen-
dence County, on the margins of a swamp near Argenta, Arkansas
and from a range of hills, west of Little Rock. (l).
Coville reported finding Riccia fluitans var. sullivantii,Riccia tenuis, Dumortiera hirsuta, "Conocephalus conicus" which Is
now called Conocephalum conicum, "Aneura
" palmata which Is now
called Riccardia palmata, and Anthoceros laevis. The leafy
liverworts in their list Included Frullania squarrosa, Frullania
virginica, Frullania kunzei, and "Phragmicoma" clypeata which is
now called Leucolejeunea clypeata. (l)
In the Intervening years between the time of this report
and 1924, little was done concerning the Bryophytes of Arkansas.
Many references that we now have on them are in the works of
A.W. Evans. Travelers passing through Arkansas sent him speci-
mens and collectors, especially from Missouri, added to the list.
In 1924 Arthur Oxley, working on a Master's degree at the
University of Arkansas, centered his attention on the mosses and
made a brief survey of the mosses, occurring in the Fayettevllle
region. He collected specimens from 19 different localities from
January to June, 1924. Oxley lists 33 species of mosses, although
his list would have been much larger had he perhaps had the time
to identify all the specimens he collected. Many specimens yet
remain to be identified from his collections which are at the
present time in the University of Arkansas' Bryophyte Herbarium.
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In1941, Francis J. Scully collected and studied the mosses
of Hot Springs National Park and vicinity. He lists 67 species
of mosses and published his study In the Bryologlst, Vol. 44
October, 1941. (8).
It Is obvious that with the existing topography and substrata
found in the State of Arkansas that a great diversity of plant
life has been recorded. This is certainly true of the higher
plants In Arkansas and all the more true of the bryophytes of the
state. This should be more and more apparent as the Increasingly
greater number of these plants Is recorded.
The one thing that willbe apparent as far as the distribu-
tion of various leafy liverworts over the state Is concerned will
be the distribution and occurrence of micro- climatic areas.
These include locations around springs, whether the spring Is
rather open or Is In an extreme depression, deep crevices which
get only diffused light the year around with a moderate moisture
condition. For example, In "The Devil's Icebox" at Devil's Den,
this formation Is so situated that the air most of the year round
is several degrees cooler than the air of the surrounding vicinity.
Inall the crevices leading from It to the open hill top, large
sheets of liverworts grow on the walls. Where there are small
areas that direct sunlight Illuminates for a very short period of
a day, only mosses are growing in the same moisture and tempera-
ture conditions.
On the walls of these crevices, Ifound Metzgeria conjugata
and Metzgeria furcata. This genus Is relatively common in the
state yet no official record or report has been made of It. Where
these crevices reach more or less open air, large mats of
Leucolejeunea clypeata were found. This liverwort, although no
report has been made of it with the exception of Coville's report,
Is probably one of the most common leafy liverworts in the state.
During the last year and a half that Ihave centered my
attention on the Bryophytes of Arkansas, 30 different localities
have been worked over and many of these have been visited a second
time; for one soon learns, in the study of these plants, that the
mature sporophyte must be obtained before a positive Identifica-
tion can be made. About 50 species of mosses have been collected
and prepared for confirmation. And, in the same period, 40 dif-
ferent liverworts have been Identified and also prepared for con-
firmation.
The Bryophyte Herbarium of the University of Arkansas now
contains 90 species of mosses collected in the state, 42 species
of liverworts, 66 genera of out of state mosses, 4 out of state
liverworts, 7 foreign liverworts, and 175 genera of foreign mosses
Itmight be well to mention here that over the world as a
whole, there exist 80 families of mosses, consisting of 655 genera
and 13,500 species; as far as liverworts are concerned, 175 genera
and 8,500 species. As for publications and taxonomlc works for
the Identification of specimens, the most complete work on the
Hepatlcae Is T.C. Frye and Lois Clark's Hepaticae of North
Artierica In the University of Washington Publications in Biology.
Four volumes of this work have already appeared with a fifth
volume in the offing. (3). Several other Investigators have
published monographs on various Hepatlclc genera.
The most complete work on the mosses is that of A.J. Grout,
The Moss Flora of North America published by the author In three
volumes. (5). An earlier work of Grout Is entitled Mosses With
a Hand Lens which Is also very useful. A more, recent semi
-
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popular work by Henry S. Conard, entitled How to Know the Mosses
is one excellent for the Inexperienced collector. (2).
In conclusion Iwould like to state that this report is pre-
liminary and that Iwelcome and in fact solicit any Information
concerning specimens, herbaria, or works yet unpublished on the
Bryophytes of Arkansas, that any one present might have or might
know about. Ihope in the near future to set up an exchange of
specimens with other colleges In the state, which might be Inter-
ested in consolidating and building up herbaria. The study of
Bryophytes from the very start challenges the incentive of the
Interested investigator, for a veritable paradise of these lowly,
green, land plants, lies before one and all around him in the
landscape of the mountains and countryside of Arkansas.
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THE BRYOPHYTES OF SPY ROCK HOLLOW
Eugene B. Wittlake, University of Arkansas
During the year 1948 - 1949, on further Investigation of the
bryophyte flora of Arkansas, Ihave explored the area presented
In this paper. My general purpose has been to add more stations
for these plants, to a rapidly growing list. Itbecame apparent
on my first visit to this spot, that an amazing variety of
species was extant. Successive visits have borne out an Im-
pression of the numerous species to be found there and a distri-
bution within a certain number of definite mlcroclimatlc habitats.
It is my Intention to review the 70 species found in these various
habitats as well as to Inform you of the 20 liverworts and 9
mosses in Spy Rock Hollow, that, according to all available sour
sources, have never been reported for the State of Arkansas.
Spy Rock Hollow Is located about 42 miles from Fayettevllle,
near the town of Cass, In Franklin County. The approach to the
hollow Is crossed by a road, and strange as it seems, a stone
stairway leads one down to the floor of the gorge. The floor at
the mouth of the hollow Is approximately 800 feet above sea level
and is about a mile and a half long, rising to 1300 feet at the
head of the hollow. Spy Rock, which is located about half way up
the valley, has an elevation of 1500 feet. The southern and
eastern ridge runs from about a quarter of a mile from the mouth,
all the way from 1050 to 1694 feet above sea level.
In the course of studying the bryophyte flora of the hollow,
it was learned that Spy Rock itself served as a lookout for Spanish
scouts and guards in the sixteenth century. A number of mines
that they are said to -have worked, are located on the north facing
slope. Many of the mines are merely prospective shafts while
others are rather extensive. This information was secured from
Mr. A.W. Glaze who lives at the mouth of the hollow; he, In turn
has explored written accounts at many universities on the activi-
ties of the Spaniards. Many of the mines were used as store
houses In which he hopes to find some old Spanish relics, and to
this end he and his wife are working the mine nearest to the road
that crosses through the mouth of the hollow
The hollow Is a typical gorge of the type we find dissecting
a large area of central and north central Arkansas. Three car-
boniferous formations are exposed at Spy Rock. They are the
Atoka, consisting of shale and sandstone, the Bloyd Shale layer,
and the Hale sandstone stratum.
The north facing slope of the southern arm of the hollow is
the one that received the most attention in this study. The slope
presents a variety of interesting habitats as far as brophytes
are concerned. According to the bryophyte population found In
them, they can be classified as follows:
1. Moist meadow
-
like areas on the floor.
2. Waterfalls in the stream bed.
3. Stream border areas.
4. High springs on the slope.
5. Open moist or dripping ledges
6. Shallow stagnant pools on the ledges
7. Mine and cave openings.
8. The dry ridge tops.
9. Open talus slopes.
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The meadow habitats on the floor were dominated by
Asterella tenella, Scapania irrigua, Atrichum undulatum,
Fissidens taxifolius, Physcomitrium turbinatum,and Thuidium
virginianura.
Waterfalls in the stream beds, were dominated by Fissidens
subbasilaris, Amblystegium serpens, Atrichum undulatum: and
Mnium punctatum.
Stream border areas consisted of Dumortiera hirsuta, Cono-
cephalum conicuin, Amblystegium orthocladum, Reboulia hemis-
phaerica, Mnium rostratum, Climacium americanum, Bryum bimum,
Porella pinnata, Plagiochila asplenoides, Diplophyllum apiculatum
and Lophocolea heterophylla.
Under and around springs on the slope were found Riccardia
multifida, Riccardia pinguis, Calypogeia arguta var. Sullivantii,
Cololejeunea Biddlecomiae. Jubula pennsylvanica , Pallavicinia
lyellii,Pellia neesiana, Blasia pusilla, Mnium affine. Mnium
punctatum and Atrichum undulatum.
On open dripping ledges were Radula obconica, Jubula
pennsylvanica, Amblystegium serpens, Mnium punctatum and
Philonotis fontana. Under these ledges, Fissidens subbasilaris,
Atrichum undulatum, Pellia neesiana, Pellia endiviaefolia and
Calypogeia trichomanis, were growing.
On the ledges, occupied by shallow pools of stagnant water,
several small miniature bogs were found. Around the rims of th
these pools or occupying the entire pool, were Sphagnum palustre,
Sphagnum acutifolium. Growing in among the Sphagna were
Odontoschisma sphagni, Calypogeia fissa and sullivantii. Outside
the Sphagnum area, were Polytrichum Ohioense, Bartramia
pomiformis and Odontoschisma prostratum.
Mine and cave openings had on their vertical walls, a
bryophyte flora not found anywhere else in the hollow. Cephalozia
media and Cephalozia bicuspidata dominated the species. Out
away from these openings, In warmer and dryer situations, were
growing Pellia neesiana, Diplophyllum apiculatum, and Jungermannia
lanceolata.
The dry ridge top was occupied by the flora one would expect
to find, all of them species which can endure long periods of
drying and light Intensity: Grimmia leucophea, Grimmia apocarpa,
Hedwigia ciliata, Atrichum angustatum, Ditrichum pallidum,
Leucobryum glaucum and Eurhynchium acutifolium. On trees in this
same habitat, were Frullania squarrosa, Leucolejeunea clypeata,
Leucodon brachypus, Entodon cladorrhizans, Leucodon julaceus and
Entodon seductrix.
On moist, clay, sandy - loam slopes, down from the ridge top
were the following species: Dlphyscium foliosum, Pogonatum
brachy phy Hum, Tetraphis pellucida, Aulacommium heterostichum,
Hypnum curvifolium, Dicranum scoparium, Bartramia pomiformis
and Bruchia Sullivantii. On fallen logs and wood debris, were
found Drummondia prorepens and Dicranoweisia crispula.
In conclusion Iwould commend to your attention the finding
of other areas In Arkansas that can equal or challenge the var-
ious mlcroclimatlc situations and the numerous and various
species, that have been reviewed here, from Spy Rock Hollow.
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GRASSY LAKE: A BIOLOGISTS* PARADISE
Dwight M. Moore, University of Arkansas
In the southern and eastern parts of Arkansas there are many
low wet areas, bayous, and, along the major rivers, oxbow lakes,
associated with which are numerous so-called cypress swamps. A
large number of these, however, have been at least partially
drained and cleared to such an extent that much of the natural
vegetation has been materially changed.
One exception Is found in the western part of Hempstead
County not far from the confluence of the Saline and Little
Rivers. ItIs known as Grassy Lake. The lake and adjoining land
are owned by the Hempstead County Hunting Club with members
chiefly in Hope, Texarkana and Nashville. There is a limited
membership and these well-advised men strive to maintain the lake
in as nearly a natural condition as possible. On this account
the wealth of plant and animal life Is little disturbed and thus
renders it a veritable Biologists' Faradise. But access to the
lake is strictly on a basis of special permission from the club.
The lake
lies on the west
side of state
highway #55 about
3 miles north of
McNab and 7 miles
north of Fulton
which Is at the
crossing of the
Red River by U.S.
highway #67 be-
tween Hope and
Texarkana. The
lake Is about 3
miles long and
possibly li
miles wide. The
depth would
probably average
3 or 4 feet and
is almost nowhere
over 6 feet deep.
Thus it would be
possible to wade
in nearly all
parts of the laka
The present water level is a little higher than originally, due
to the construction of a low retaining dam at the outlet.
Bald cypress trees dominate the lake, and many of these
would approach the records for side In this state. One large one
measures 24 feet in circumference at 4i feet above ground level.
The height of the majority of these trees Is quite uniform -
calculated at 110 feet.
The name, Grassy Lake, has evidently been applied because of
the numerous stands of the southern wild rice, ( Zizaniopsis
mileacea (Michx.) Doell. &Asche>rs.). This coarse grass grows
to a height of 10-14 feet in large or small patches throughout
the lake. ItIs in many of these dense growths that the alliga-
tors dwell. They may be observed by very cautious approach, but
too often the alligator ears are more sensitive than the obser-
ver's eyes, and they slip away leaving only the traces of their
presence In the mud and vegetation.
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The one main approach to the lake passes several cottages
of club members, the old club house, under a magnificent speci-
men of the Arkansas Oak (Quercus arkansana Sarg.), and down a
long broad "catwalk" to the boat houses. Along this walk may be
observed In the moist soil of the lake margin fern specimens
seldom surpassed elsewhere In the state. Cinnamon and Royal
ferns (Osmunda cinnamomea L. and 0. regalis var. spectabilis(Wllld. ) A. Gray) reach a height, of more than 5 feet and Sensi-
tive fern (Onoclea sensibilis L.) willexceed four feet. Both
chain ferns
-
Virginia (Anchistea virginica (L.) Presl. ) and
Dwarf (Lorinseria areolata (L. ) Presl.) grow luxuriantly.
Along the edge of the lake may bs found such ferns as low-
land lady fern (Athyrium asplenioides (Mlchx. ) Eat.), northern
marsh fern (Dryopteris thelypteris var. pubescens (Lawson) A.R.
Prince) and the grape fern (Botrychium dissectum var. tenuifolium(Underwood) Farwell).
Other Interesting plants Include among many others the sub-
merged water crowfoot (Ranunculus delphinaefolius Torr.) and that
curious floating plant, American featherfoll (Hottonia inflata
Ell.).
From the boat landing numerous marked lanes extend toward
various parts of the lake. Much of the more shallow parts of the
lake Is dominated by buttonbush (Cephalanthus occidentalis L. )
which, Inmany places, forms dense thickets even In water several
feet deep. On this account the boat lanes must be marked to In-
sure safe return of those who go out to fish or hunt by either
day or night.
Leaving the landing by shallow boats - shallow because it Is
frequently necessary to go over partly submerged logs - one Is
overawed by the tall cypress trees which, meeting overhead In a
massive green vault, give a deep almost sepulchral shade which
discourages most other vegetation. But everywhere the surface of
quiet water Is carpeted with mixtures of duckweeds and mosquito
fern (Azolla caroliniana Wllld.). Among the former are found
Lemna minor L., L. gibba, L., Spirodela polyrhiza (L. ) Schleid,,
Wolffia columbiana Karst. and Wolffiella floridana (J.D.S.)
Thompson. So dense is the growth of these in some places that It
appears almost possible to walk on It.
Nearly everywhere ItIs possible to observe on cypress knees
and the trunks of most of the trees different levels of growth
of various herbaceous plants indicating the levels at which the
water has stood at periods when seeds were floating on the sur-
face. As the water level receded, the seeds were left and later,
when conditions were favorable, have germinated forming several
tiers of herbaceous, and even woody vegetation. Thus the tropical
density of growth develops.
Toward the west side of the lake there Is considerable open
water where the cypress trees and button bush occur only In
scattered bunches. But even here the water Is only waist deep.
In certain places half -submerged floating logs covered with
mossss and other lush growth were found to carry numerous specimens
of an unusual and strictly southern swamp orchid, Habenaria
quinqueseta (Michx.) Sw. This appears to be the first record for
this orchid In Arkansas. Since that collection it has also been
found in similar habitat south of Little Rock, at Lakeside.
For the student of birds there are nests of various herons,
buzzards and the so-called "water turkey". On shore many other
smaller birds may be found.
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For the herpetologlst, besides the alligators - this is one
of the few places In Arkansas where they still may be found out
of captivity - there are various lizzards and snakes. The
chameleon is fairly abundant. Cottonmouth moccasins are very
numerous and a few coral snakes have been found.
With this as a very Incomplete sample of the offerings of
Grassy Lake It is clear to see that It is a veritable Biologists'
Paradise.
(Colored movies and slides supplemented the narrative)
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NEW GENERA AND SPECIES OF MILLIPEDS
-
PARAIULIDAE (JULOIDEA)
Nell B. Causey, Fayetteville , Arkansas
While studying millipeds from various parts of the United
States several specimens showing marked differences from pre-
viously described forms have appeared. Some of these warrant
their description and naming as new genera and species.
The type specimens of Illiulus illinoensis, Saiulus sander-
soni, and Spathiulus elegantulus are in the permanent collection
of the Illinois Natural History Survey at Urbana, . Illinois. They
are from the mllliped collection of the Natural History Survey
Division of Illinois which, through the kindness of Dr. Milton W.
Sanderson, Ihave had an opportunity to study. The type speci-
mens of the other species described in this paper have been de-
posited In the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. The
type collection of Saiulus immaculatus (Wood) was examined
through the courtesy of Dr. J.A.G. Rehn, and the Oklahoma speci-
mens were loaned from the Museum of the University of Oklahoma.
Aliulus, gen. nov.
Similar to Aniulus, but the coxal lobes of the anterior
gonopods are in the form of transverse plates with the medial
margins cleft. Each posterior gonopod consists of a seminal
blade and a simple accessory blade arising at its base; the
seminal blade Is contiguous with its mate medially and then con-
tinues caudad and ectad, with a minute subtermlnal tooth Inboth
known species. In the male the sternite of the eighth segment Is
produced cephalad as shown in the figure from the genotype.
Genotype.
-Aliulus carrollus, sp. nov.
Aliulus carrollus, sp. nov.
Color at a distance light brown; black mid-dorsal line and
lateral spots; irregular brown bands and maculae on segments;
venter lighter. Collum roughly quadrate, with lateral margins
slightly concave and marginal sulcus dividing (Fig. 1). Caudal
spine acute, straight, and extending slightly beyond anal valves.
Sternite of eighth segment of male produced anteriorly in a
tongue-shaped process as shown in Figure 2.
The form of the anterior gonopods is shown InFigure 3; they
are distinctive in that the medial margin of each coxal lobe has
a shallow cleft, with the anterior division pointed and the pos-
terior rounded; the cleft margins of the two coxal lobes are con-
tiguous medially. The form of the posterior gonopods Is shown in
Figure 4; the flattened and curved seminal blade has a minute
subtermlnal tooth on the dorsal margin; the accessory blade is
shorter, slightly curved, and attenuated. In Situ the seminal
blades are contiguous In the medial line about midway of the
seventh segment; then each bows laterad and ends Just beyond the
posterior extension of the coxal lobes of the anterior gonopods.
Length of the male holotype, 48 mm., width 2.4 mm., 60 seg-
ments .
Locality: Arkansas, Carroll County, Blue Spring. One
specimen was taken by the author Oct. 29, 1949. Other males
have been taken InWashington County.
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Aliulus caddoensis sp. nov.
Light brown with the usual black mid-dorsal line and lateral
spots; irregular light bands on mid and hind belts; venter light-
er. Collum roughly quadrate as in Aliulus carrollus; lateral
margins with one entire sulcus or one divided. Stipes of mandi-
ble -¦ of male produced anteriorly as In carrollus. Caudal spine
acute, straight, length of anal valves. Sternite of eighth seg-
ment of male produced anteriorly in a tongue-shaped process.
The form of the anterior gonopods of the male is shown In
Figure 5; as in carrollus the medial margin of the coxal lobe is
cleft, with the anterior division pointed and the posterior
rounded; the posterior division lies flat, but the anterior divi-
sion, unlike carrollus, is slightly twisted and sharply bent
ventrally. The seminal blade of the posterior gonopod is sigmoid,
flattened, and there is a minute subterminal tooth on the dorsal
margin; the attenuated accessory blade, also sigmoid, is almost
as long as the seminal blade (Fig. 6). In situ the seminal
blades are contiguous medially, then each bows laterad with the
ends projecting beyond the coxal lobes, which are not contiguous.
Length of male holotype, about 42 mm., width 2.2mm., 58 segments.
Locality: Oklahoma, Caddo County. The male holotype was
collected Oct. 29, 1934; two additional males were collected at
Wilburton Nov. 17, 1934, all by Dr. J.R. Carpenter.
Aniulus impressus (Say)
The gonopods from a specimen from Chicago, Illinois, are
shown In Figures 7 and 8. This common species is known from as
far west as Turtle River State Park, North Dakota.
Okliulus, gen. nov.
Resembles Hakiulus, but the general direction of the parts
of the gonopods is cephalad rather than caudad. The femorae of
the anterior gonopods are short and stout, and the short coxal
lobes (except for the anterior medial extension in the only known
species) are confined to the lateral parts of the gonopodal
cavity; the coxal plates extend far back, covering most of the
gonopodal cavity dorsally. The posterior gonopods, contiguous
medially and then turning slightly laterad, consist of a rela-
tively short seminal blade bent sharply cephalad dlstally and a
lateral accessory blade, bifid dlstally in the genotype. Ster-
nite of eighth segment of male not produced anteriorly. First
legs of male relatively thinner and longer than is known in any
other genus of the family.
Genotype.
-Okliulus carpenteri, sp. nov.
Okliulus carpenteri, sp. nov
Brown above; buff on venter and on sides as high as hori-
zontal striae and incomplete sulci on collum; antennae and legs
darker. Collum of male roughly quadrate with lateral margins
slightly convex and with two Incomplete and one entire lateral
sulcl; stipes of mandible produced cephalad; first legs longer
and thinner than. is usual In the family (Fig. 9). Eyes composed
of eight rows of ocelli with from 12 to three in each row. Ster-
nite of eighth segment of male not produced anteriorly.
The form of the anterior gonopods is shown InFigures 10 and
11; each is distinctive In the shorter femora, the short coxal
lobe with the medio-cephalic extension, and the coxal plate,
which with its mate covers most of the gonopodal cavity dorsally.
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The form of the posterior gonopods Is shown in Figure 12; the
short seminal blade is contiguous with its mate medially, then It
turns cephalad and slightly laterad; the accessory blade, arising
on its lateral surface, is about as long as the seminal blade and
is dlstally bifid.
Width of male holotype, 3 mm.
Locality: Oklahoma, Wllburton. A fragment, the male holo-
type, was collected Nov. 17, 1934, by Dr. J.R. Carpenter, for
whom the species is named.
Illiulus, gen. nov.
Resembles Aniulus, but differs in that the posterior gono-
pods have no separate accessory blade, that structure probably
being represented by a ridge which arises at the base of the lat-
eral surface of the seminal blade; seminal blades parallel in
genotype. Coxal lobe of anterior gonopods a simple leaf-like
piece. Sternite of eighth segment of male produced anteriorly in
a narrow keel-like process.
Genotype. -Illiulus illinoensis sp. nov.
Illiulus illinoensis, sp. nov.
Brown above and below; irregular buff maculae and bands;
blank mid-dorsal line and lateral spots; legs red. Cephalic an-
gle of collum of male broadly rounded, a single entire sulcus on
lateral margin; stipes of mandible produced as shown in Figure
13. Eyes roughly quadrate, with nine rows of ocelli. Sternite
of eighth segment of male produced anteriorly in a small keel-
like process as shown In Figure 17.
The form of the anterior gonopods is shown in Figures 14 and
15. The leaf-like coxal lobe is flattened in the vertical plane,
with the cephalic surface concave and the ventral margin thick-
ened and a dark spot near the tip. The form of the posterior
gonopods is shown InFigure 16; the ridge on the lateral surface
of the seminal blade, probably homologous with the accessory
blade, begins at the base and continues for more than half its
length, where it is abruptly cut off. In situ the tips of the
coxal lobes are contiguous and the seminal blades are parallel,
extending caudad Just to the coxal lobes.
Width of male holotype, 2.2 mm., 56 segments.
Locality: Illinois, La Rue. One specimen, the male holo-
type, was collected April 19, 1949, by Drs. H.H. Ross and M.W.
Sanderson from wet debris at McCann's Spring.
Spathiulus elegantulus, sp. nov.
This species is near Spathiulus trilobus Chamberlln, but it
can be distinguished by differences in the posterior gonopods of
the male.
Preserved specimen a buff color with light brown lateral
spots. Segmental sutures bend toward repugnatorial pores, but
are relatively far from them. Segments finely punctuate, shin-
ing, smooth. Lateral margin of collum of male with two sulci;
mandlbular stipes produced both anteriorly and ventrally as shown
in Figure 18. Eyes triangular, composed of six or seven rows of
ocelli with from seven to one in each row. Caudal spine stout
and straight, not extending beyond anal valves. Sternite of
eighth segment of male not produced anteriorly.
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The anterior gonopods of the male closely resemble those of
trilobus, with the spath-llke process extending well beyond the
bases of the ninth legs, (Fig. 19). Each posterior gonopod (Fig.
20) consists of three slender processes almost as long as the
spath-llke processes, which almost obscure them in situ; the
largest is dlstally serrated and with a small vermiform process(Fig. 21); springing from its base and turning abruptly from it
is the second, or attenuated, process; the third process is med-
ial, more slender, and slightly shorter than either of the other
two, and is dlstally bifid.
Length of male holotype about 19 mm., width 1.3 mm., 50 seg-
ments, the last three legless.
Locality: California, Yosemite National Park, Mariposa
County, area of Happy Isle. One specimen, the male holotype, was
collected by Marie O'Brien Aug. 19, 1947, from leaf mould in a
swampy area.
Saiulus sandersoni, sp. nov.
Color of preserved specimen medium brown; numerous buff
maculae; venter cream; distal Joints of legs mottled brown; black
mlddorsal line and lateral spots; antennae, vertex, and caudal seg-
ment brown. Segments finely punctuate. Vertical sutures dis-
tinct, usually straight in region of pores and far from them.
Lateral margin of collum of male with three entire sulcl. Eyes
roughly triangular, with ocelli in seven rows, ten to three in
each row. Ifendlbular stipes of male typical of genus. Caudal
hook slightly longer than in Saiulus immaculatus and S. jerseyi.
Sternite of eighth segment of male not produced anteriorly.
The genital apparatus and third segment of the female are
shown in Figures 22, 23, and 24.
The form of each anterior gonopod of the male is shown in
Figure 25; the medial subtermlnal notch in the coxal plate is a
distinctive feature of the species; the short coxal lobe is dor-
sal and recurved dorsally at its lateral margin. Each posterior
gonopod, as in S. jerseyi, is composed of five longitudinal
pieces (Fig. 26). The widest piece is slightly shorter than the
column on its dorsal surface; the column is finely pubescent
dlstally; medially there is an attenuated piece as long as the
column; at the base of the medial piece is the aciculate piece,
and at the base of the wide piece is the short fifthpiece.
the coxal plates are contiguous medially, with the medial
pieces of the posterior gonopods visible in their notch; the long
pieces of the posterior gonopods extend between and beyond the
femorae of the anterior gonopods .
Length of male holotype about 34 mm., width 2.3 mm., 51 seg-
ment s.
Locality: Illinois, La Rue, Drs. H.H. Ross and M.W. Sander-
son collected the male holotype April4, 1944, from ground cover
and the female paratype April 19, 1947, at Thebes.
Saiulus jerseyi, sp. nov.
Color medium brown, lighter ventrally; black mid-dorsal line
and lateral spots; dark brown vertical line connecting pores dor-
sally; irregular buff maculae below pores. Segments finely
punctuate. Vertical sutures distinct, straight in region of
pores.. Lateral margin of collum of male with three entire sulcl.
Eyes roughly triangular, with ocelli in seven rows, ten to two in
each row. Caudal hook and mandlbular stipes typical of genus.
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Sternlte of eighth segment of male not produced anteriorly.
The genital apparatus and the third segment of the female
are shown in Figures 27 and 28. The genital apparatus Is dis-
tinguished from that of Saiulus immaculatus by the wider anterior
extension of the medial pieces and the absence of deep excava-
tions in the ventral surface of the lateral pieces.
The anterior gonopods of the male closely resemble those of
immaculatus, but they can be distinguished by differences in the
emarginatlon of the coxal plates and lobes (Fig. 29). Each pos-
terior gonopod consists of five pieces (Fig. 30); the most con-
spicuous is wide, ventro-lateral, with a longitudinal ridge, and
terminating in three points of very distinct configuration from
those of immaculatus; dorsal to the wide piece and enclosed by it
Is a column distally clavate and finely pubescent; medially there
is a narrow piece slightly longer than either of the preceding
two; at Its base is an aclculate piece about half its length; the
fifth piece is medlo-dorsal, flattened, attenuated, about the
length of the aciculate piece.
Width of male holotype, 2.5 mm. Length of female paratype
about 28 mm., width 2.5 mm. 50 segments.
Locality: New Jersey, Rockaway. Two females and a fragment
of a male were collected by Mr. J.K. Dankel in October, 1949.
Saiulus immaculatus (Wood)
This description Is based upon lectotypic specimens taken
from the original collection, which is at the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia.
No trace of the original color remains. Eyes triangular,
with ocelli in seven or eight rows, nine to one in each row.
Vertical sutures distinct, scarcely bent In region of pores.
Collum of male with two lateral marginal sulci. Mandlbular
stipes and caudal hook typical of genus; the caudal hook is shown
in Figure 31. Sternlte of eighth segment of male not produced
anteriorly.
The genital apparatus and the third segment of the female
are shown in Figures 32 and 33. When viewed laterally, the sec-
ond and third segments of the female project equally below the
ventral extensions of the first and fourth segments.
The male gonopods are shown as they appear in situ in Figure
34; the coxal plates are seen to be contiguous medially and emar-
glnate caudally, with the dorsal coxal lobes projecting beyond
them; the long pieces of the posterior gonopods can be seen be-
tween and beyond the femorae of the anterior gonopods. Viewed
dorsally (Fig: 35), each anterior gonopod is seen to have an ad-
ditional lateral or minor coxal lobe which extends dorso-medlally;
a similar piece occurs In jerseyi. Each posterior gonopod ap-
pears to be composed of four longitudinal pieces (Fig. 36); the
widest Is ventro-lateral and terminates In three points of dis-
tinctive configuration; dorsal to and enclosed by it Is the
slightly longer column, which is distally Irregular and pubescent;
the long medial piece Is slightly clavate; the fourth piece is
short, flattened, attenuated, and medio-dorsal. On neither the
type specimen nor on a male from Lafayette, New Hampshire, could
an aciculate piece be seen at the base of the medial piece; such a
piece was seen, however, on a specimen from Charteroak, Pennsyl-
vania; which corresponds otherwise with the type.
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Width of male holotype, 1.8 ram. Length of female paratype
about 32 mm., width 2 mm., 50 segments.
Locality: New York, Catskill Mountains, Dr. H.C. Wood's
collection from which the lectotypes have been taken consisted
of three males, all fragmented, and two entire females. The
Charteroak, Pa., collection was made by Dr. L.J. Stannard Oct. 3,
1947, and consisted of one male and two females. The Mt. Lafay-
ette, N.H., collection was made by Dr. D.B. Burks Sept. 4, 1947,
and consisted of one male and two Immature females.
Oriulus grayi, sp. nov.
Brown; black mid-dorsal line and lateral spots; vertex and
antennae dark brown; legs light brown; venter cream with light
brown triangles and maculae. Cephalic angle of collum of male
rounded as shown in Figure 37, its margin with a short secondary
sulcus at the caudal angle. Caudal spine straight, not extending
beyond anal valves. Striae, sutures, eyes, first and second legs
typical. Sternite of eighth segment of male produced anteriorly
under base of gonopods as a broadly rounded triangle.
The form of each anterior gonopod of the male is shown in
Figure 38; except for the black line the color is amber. The
form of each posterior gonopod is shown in Figure 39; the sigmoid
seminal blade is flattened, or rather even width, and rounded
distally; the accessory blade, arising from its base on the lat-
eral surface, is sinuate, but viewed sublaterally it appears to
be straight. In situ the seminal blades cross medially; their
distal ends extend Just beyond and curve slightly around the tips
of the femorae of the anterior gonopods. Viewed ventrally in
situ, the coxal lobes appear as a pair of almost parallel rods
lateral to the femorae and extending somewhat beyond the tips of
the seminal blades.
The form of the third segment of the female is shown in
Figure 40; the pleural lobes are shorter, more truncated, and
closer together than in Oriulus medianus, which this species
closely resembles. The form of the female genital apparatus is
shown in Figures 41 and 42.
Length of male holotype, 30 mm., width 2 mm., 50 segments.
Locality: Arkansas, De Vails Bluff. Mr. Leroy Gray, for
whom the species is named, collected the male in December, 1949,
and the female in February, 1950.
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EXPLANATION OF FIGURES
Plate 1
Figure 1.
Figure 2.
Figure 3.
Figure 4.
Figure 5.
Figure 6.
Figure 7.
Aliulus carrollus, right side of anterior end of male.
Aliulus carrollus, stern lte of eighth segment of male.
Aliulus carrollus, left anterior gonopod, ectal view.
Aliulus carrollus, left posterior gonopod, ectal view.
Aliulus caddoensis, right anterior gonopod, ectal view.
Aliulus caddoensis, left posterior gonopod, ectal view.
Aniulus impressus (Say), left anterior gonopod,
cephalic view.
Aniulus impressus (Say), left posterior gonopod,
medial view.
Figure 8.
Plate 2
Figure 9.
Figure 10
Figure 11
Figure 12
Okliulus carpenter!, right side of anterior end of male
Okliulus carpenteri, left anterior gonopod, ectal view.
Okliulus carpenteri, left anterior gonopod, caudal view
Okliulus carpenteri, left posterior gonopod, ectal
view.
Figure 13 Illiulus illinoensis right side of anterior end of
male.
Figure 14
Figure 15
Illiulus illinoensis
Illiulus illinoensis
left anterior gonopod, ectal view
left anterior gonopod, caudal
view.
Plate 3
Figure 16 Illiulus illinoensis left posterior gonopod, ectal
view.
Figure 17 Illiulus illinoensis sternlte of eighth segment of
male.
Spathiulus elegantulusFigure 18 right stipes of male, ectal
view.
Figure 19 Spathiulus elegantulus left anterior gonopod, dorsal
view.
Figure 20 Spathiulus elegantulus left posterior gonopod, sub-
dorsal view.
Figure 21 Spathiulus elegantulus end of main process of
posterior gonopod
Figure 22 Saiulus sandersoni, female genital apparatus, caudal
view.
Figure 23 Saiulus sandersoni, female genital apparatus, cephalic
view.
Plate 4
Figure 24 Saiulus sandersoni .third segment and female genital
apparatus, subcaudal view.
Figure 25
Figure 26
Saiulus sandersoni, left anterior gonopod, dorsal view.
Saiulus sandersoni, left posterior gonopod, ventral
view.
Figure 27
Figure 28
Saiulus jerseyi, female genital apparatus, caudal view.
Saiulus jerseyi, third segment of female, subcaudal
view.
Figure 29
Figure 30
Figure 31
Figure 32
Saiulus jerseyi, right anterior gonopod, dorsal view.
Saiulus jerseyi, right posterior gonopod, ventral view.
Saiulus Immaculatus (Wood), caudal end of female.
Saiulus immaculatus (Wood ),ifemale genital apparatus,
caudal view.
Saiulus immaculatus (Wood), female genital apparatus,
cephalic view.
Figure 33
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Plate 5
Figure 34. Saiulus Immaculatus (Wood ),gono pods of male in situ
Figure 35. Saiulus immaculatus (Wood), left anterior gonopod,
dorsal view.
Figure 36. Saiulus immaculatus (Wood), left posterior gonopod,
ventral view.with medial piece slightly deflected to
the left.
Figure 37. Oriulus grayi, left side of anterior end of male
Figure 38. Oriulus grayi, left anterior gonopod, ectal view
Figure 39. Oriulus grayi, left posterior gonopod, medial view
Figure 40. Oriulus grayi,third segment of female, genital appara
tus removed, ventral view.
Figure 41. Oriulus grayi, genital apparatus of female, caudal
view.
Figure 42. Oriulus grayi, genital apparatus of female, lateral
view.
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THE PLACE OF THE AREA COURSE IN THE STUDY OF THE NATURAL SCIENCES
By Elizabeth Claiborne, Department of Chemistry
The College of the Osarks
Clarksville , Arkansas
"In a list of the most Important things he learned In College,
the late Robert Benchley Included the fact that Ifyou put one
paper bag Inside another, you can carry a milkshake, and that If
you turn a sock Inside out, the hole appears In a different place.
The Benchley list could be matched by many boys and girls In
college today. The modern student has discovered that If you sit
In a lecture room with 1,000 other students three times a week for
a college year, you can write letters home, read a magazine, catch
occasional snatches of talk from the professor, and If you sit
long enough, you can graduate." 1
This quotation from an article by President Harold Taylor,
Sarah Lawrence College, Is typical of the many criticisms being
leveled at our college programs today.
President Taylor continues his criticism with this statement,
"Now collegiate life In this country has always had a certain de-
tachment from the Intellect. The word 'collegiate' Itself carries
memories of racoon coats, hip flasks and practical Jokes. But
today, America has reached a point In world history when we cannot
afford to be amused by our university education.
We exist In a world full of tensions, conflicts, dangers and
agonies. Too many of our youths are uneducated, too few of our
adults can help them. ItIs now crucial that we change our educa-
tion and, In so doing, change our world. "2
This attitude Is that of many of our great educators and
world leaders. Much of the Inadequacies of our educational system
may be due to the rapid increase In the number and type of college
students. In 1890 we had 2,000 college students, 1900
—
300,000/
1949 —2,500,000 and predicted for 1952
—3,000,000. As President
Taylor points out In the article previously quoted, "It Is be-
coming as natural for an American boy or girl to consider college
as the next step Inhis education as Itformerly was for him to
consider going to high school." 4
This problem of mass education has challenged the traditional
college curriculum and, particularly, since the second World War,
has shaken Its very foundations. Educators everywhere realize
that with our Increased store of technical and scientific knowledge,
and the Increased complexities and pressures of "atomic age" living,
our past program has failed to train our youth adequately. To
quote Dr. Henry P. Van Dusen, "These vast and marvelous factories
of learning turn out A.B.'s, B.S.'s, M.A.'s, and even Ph.D's
very much like a Ford factory, products beautifully painted,
resplendent, efficient, as well-equipped as a Ford Car for -the hard
work and wear and tear of life; and as Ill-equipped for the
1. Taylor, Harold; President, Sarah Lawrence College: "Wanted
—
A College Revolution",
Coronet, January ;1949.
2. Tbid7
3. Duaen, Henry P. Van: "Education and Christian Faith", Christian Education, Vol.
XXXI, Ho. 2, June 1949.
4. Ibid.
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understanding of the deeper meanings and Insights of life."5
A veteran states our need for an Improved curriculum thus,
"Now that we are coming back everyone Is excessively concerned
with the question of what to do about the returning veteran.
There Is only one answer to this question. You should do for us
as veterans what you should have done to prepare us for a crisis
In our nation's history. Give us a 'good education, one which
will enable us to measure up to new problems as they arise, an
education which willfitus equally well for a Third World War
or a World State. Give us Ideals we can hang on to no matter what
problems confront us." 6
Such statements have challenged colleges and universities
throughout the nation. Almost every college curriculum today Is
in a state of transition from the traditional to the so-called
"general -education" program. The old liberal arts program of 100
years ago with Its "six years of Latin and Greek, Its mathematics
through calculus, surveying and navigation, a year of physics,
chemistry and astronomy, a year course each In rhetoric, moral
philosophy, political economy and history" 7 Is but a relic in old
college records.
This program of required studies was replaced by the "elec-
tive system" after World War I. Courses were grouped In certain
areas or divisions
—
the student was required to go through various
of these areas picking out a course here and there until he had
a specified number In each of several areas. These usually were
courses in the area of English or Literature, two In foreign
languages, two In a laboratory science
—
any one, Itmade no dif-
ference —two In social studies
—
anything from history to psycho-
logy or economics
—
sometimes one or two years of mathematics.
This type of program persists In many schools today. As Dr. Henry
P. Van Dusen describes It, "Indeed, the present-day university
curriculum reminds one of nothing so much as a cafeteria, where
unnumbered tasty Intellectual delicacies are strung along a moving
belt for individual choice without benefit of dietary advice or
caloric balance. And the result in the mind of the student? All
too often, obesity or mental Indigestion, or itmay be malnutri-
tion and even pernicious Intellectual anemia!" 8
To combat this sort of thing the "survey course" was develop-
ed and added to the elective list—or In some cases required.
These survey .courses turned out to be as one person described
them
—
a sort of "Cook's Tour" through an entire field of learning.
The student was Introduced to all the important things along the
"tour" but came away with little comprehension of what it was all
about or why It was significant.
So, changes and revisions and more revisions continue. Today
terms like "general education", "core curriculum" and "area
courses" have become sort of by-words on many of our campuses. We
use the term "general education" to refer to that education which
gives a comprehension and understanding of that which is most
significant from all areas of learning and the integration of this
knowledge with the everyday experiences of the student. "Core
5. Dusen, Henry P. Van: "Education and Christian Faith", Christian Education, Vol.
XXXI, No. 2, June 1948.
6. "Returning Veteran Views the College," What the Colleges are Doing, ed. Thornton,
Richard H., Ginn and Co., January, 1946.
7. Sherwoody, Thomas K.: "What Kind of Higher Education?" reviewed in What Colleges
are Doing, ed. Thornton, Richard H.,Spring 1946.
8. Dusen, Henry P. Van: "Education and Christian Faith," Christian Education. Vol.
XXXI, No. 2, June 1948.
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curriculum" refers to that group of courses taken by every student
as a part of his requirements for his bachelor's degree. The
"area courses" are the specific courses in the "core curriculum"
by which the objectives of the "general education" program are to
be accomplished. Area courses cut across departmental lines,
place their emphasis on the Interpretation of an area of learning
rather than description, and on the development of concepts of
the great principles Involved.
Since this type of course Is being discussed, organized and
taught In many of our colleges today and since there is a need for
some revision of our usual program, it would seem wise and proper
for a group of specialists to consider the place of such an area
course in the study of the Natural Sciences.
"Cne of the most Important problems of our age", says Dr.
I.Bernard Cohen Inhis book, Science, Servant of Man, "Is the
relation of scientific discovery to our daily lives and to our
well being and national security. In our day we can no longer
afford to be silent partners In the scientific enterprise; we can
be intelligent citizens of the scientific age only if we partici-
pate to some extent in the scientific enterprise, pervaded by the
spirit of science and cognizant of scientific accomplishments.
Of course, we cannot all be scientists. But the obligation lies
on each of us to understand both the nature of the processes by
which science advances and the way In which practical applications
of those advances are made to change and expand the world."9
This, Indeed, states the problem facing us today as we
realize that eighty to eighty -five per cent of the students in our
elementary science classes do not plan to major In any science but
whose lives and businesses will be Intimately touched by science.
Our elementary courses In the various sciences have had as a
primary objective the training of the student for more advanced
courses in the field. Yet only 15 to 20 percent of our students
In elementary courses plan to continue In the field.
Definitely, then, a new type of course, not replacing ele-
mentary courses, but providing the sort of understanding of which
Dr. Cohen speaks, needs to be added to our study of the Natural
Sciences.
The Area Course in the Natural Sciences Is an attempt to
supply such a need. A number of outstanding colleges and univer-
sities such as Colgate, Boston, University, University of Louis-
ville, Harvard and many others have already adopted such a course.
Many are revising and re-revlslng their area courses in an effort
to develop a more satisfactory course. Out of the work of many
Institutions certain features stand out.
The objectives listed by the Individual Institutions vary
somewhat but several common basic objectives may be noted.
McGrath summarizes them thus:
(l) To teach the application of scientific methods to the
everyday problems in the student's life
—
to develop a philosophi-
cal, analytical, critical habit of mind toward all aspects of life
and reality.
(2) To acquaint the student with facts of science, facts
chosen to teach Ideas not complete knowledge of the field
—
"pro-
cedural rather than substantive matters".
9. Cohen, I.Bernard: Science, Servant of Mem. Little Brown 4 Co., 1948.
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(3) To teach the Impact of Science on modern life.
(4) To acquaint the student with the historical development
of science and the evolution of scientific thought. 10
The ways by which one may seek to achieve these goals are
as numerous as the number of colleges whichare trying to accom-
plish them. Again, though, there are several common factors In
all the methods used.
The experience of most colleges has been to start the
course with several "specialists" from each department in the
Natural Sciences taking the portion of the area course in which
they were most "specialized" and discussing it. In many cases
this resulted In giving the student many interesting lectures but
little or no integration or understanding of the relationship be-
tween areas of science. The trend seems now to be away from a
number of instructors for the same course. Instead one instructor
Is usually in charge of the entire course. He may call In as re-
source lecturers any in the department he needs but the continuity
lacking in the several-professors type of course Is provided by
the single Instructor in charge. Dr. Furrow, North Central Work-
shop Coordinator for this area, believes that one Instructor
should be in charge at a time but that each instructor should have
a turn at teaching It.
ItIs also suggested that where several professors have a
section that regular conferences be held to discuss methods, re-
visions, evaluation of course and such. In this way Improvement
would come from a correlating of experiences.
If one Instructor is to be In charge though, the problem is
"Who?" If the specialist in chemistry (to use my own field) is
chosen, he over -emphasizes the chemistry and doesn't feel quali-
fied in the other areas. We need Instructors with a broad general
background, well-trained In the elementary principles of several
sciences. There are very few available today. Perhaps If
colleges and universities would provide salaries and promotions
commensurate with those of the research professor, more instruc-
tors would be interested in this phase of education in the
sciences. The University of Chicago has only recently offered
graduate study In general education. Other universities are keen-
ly aware of the need for properly trained instructors. As people
are trained for this work the goals willmore nearly become a
reality.
One thing on which there is a great deal of variation Is
whether or not the course shall be divided Into separate courses
in the biological and physical sciences or coordinated into a
single science course. About as many have It one way as the other
Since integration of all the sciences is one of the objectives of
such a course, it would seem that the single-integrated course
would have some advantage over the other. However, no definite
conclusion can be made at this time. Whichever suits a particular
college better would be better for that college.
The method of approach also varies with each institution.
Some use the questlon-problem-project approach. For example,
Colgate has about seven major problems such as, Why does the
temperature of the air decrease as one goes to a higher altitude?"
This question would Introduce a study of the Kinetic Theory, pres-
sure, nature of gases, etc. Harvard, on the other hand, follows
a more traditional type of subject matter course
—
except President
Conant who uses case studies such as the "Phlogiston Theory and
10. Solenoe in General Education, ed. MoGrath, Earl J., Wm. C. Brown & Co., 1948.
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its development" to develop the principles and methods of
scientific study. Others select major and significant topics In
all areas of the sciences and correlate them.
Certain topics are discussed in almost every course. 11 Some
of these are such subjects as The Solar System and the Laws con-
trolling its movements, The Earth and its formation, Soil forma-
tion, Weathering and Climatic Conditions, Newton's Laws, Laws of
Chemical Combination, Kinetic Theory, Electricity, Heat and Light
Pheonomena, Mechanics and Simple Machines are frequently listed.
In every Instance tjiere is included some application of the
Scientific approach and attitude, method or methods
—
whichever
you choose to call it.
A study of matter, its structure, atoms and molecules as well
as energy, its transformations and governing laws are discussed.
Atomic Energy, Radioactivity and Nuclear Structure are always a
part of the course.-
Some time Is devoted to the historical development of
scientific discoveries in nearly every Instance. Sometimes the
historical approach is used for presenting the problems of the
entire course.
In one form or another the geological ages and the origin of
the universe are included.
Biological subjects always considered are evolution, repro-
duction, the origin of life and its variations from virus to cell
to complex organism. Some general Idea of classification of
plants and animal groups is studied. Ecology and environmental
Inter -relationships are always a part of the course. Heredity and
the problems of populations and conservation of human resources is
given an Important place In all outlines. Food, food needs and
food production problems are found In many courses. Practically
all bring in a discussion of the Physiology of the systems of the
body, with a study of health and disease. Some phase of economic
biological problems Is usually discussed.
Inall cases one usually finds a modification of laboratory
work, more demonstration experiments, less of the traditional
type. Small discussion groups are common. Whenever possible the
classes are limited to 25-30. If the lecture class Is large it
Is divided up and part of the time devoted to discussion in small
groups. Visual aids are used generously. Frequently, tests are
essay or problem solving type. Every effort seems to be made to
Individualize the course and to know the individual and know what
he Is getting from the course.
The area course Is in the experimental state. Many problems
are yet unsolved. 12 What type course shall Itbe? What topics
shall be taught? How much and what kind of laboratory work shall
be included? These are some of the questions most frequently
asked.
How is the general course to be related to advanced study?
This is another much discussed problem. How can the student get
his elementary training, get the area course, and still not lose
£lme before going on with the advanced work in his major field?
11. Tabulated from outlines given in MoGrath's, Science in General Education, Win. C.
Brown & Co., 1948.
12. Science inGeneral Education, ed, MoGrath, Earl J., VVm. C. Brown & Co., 1948.
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Several solutions have been proposed. In some cases the science
major Is not required to take the area course. In others, a
tutorial -laboratory plan Is used In which the major does addi-
tional work to prepare him for advanced courses. Some suggest a
revision of elementary courses so that they willnot repeat area
course material and will reach Into the advanced courses some-
what, thus eliminating loss of time. As yet the area course
does not take the place of the elementary courses In any given
field.
It seems that such a course Is necessary for the non-science
student In order for him to see the relationship of scientific
study and development to his well-being. The course perhaps has
an orientation value for the science major, orientating his
special field of Interest with the other sciences.
Evidence Indicates that such courses can stimulate the stu-
dent to do real creative thinking. Most colleges agree that such
a course, If properly presented, would give the student a greater
comprehension of the significance of research science in his life
than the mere acquisition of elementary facts in one field of
science. The exact nature of the course varies with each insti-
tution.
Another serious problem is, "How can we measure our results?
Itis essential to have some adequate method if we are to know
whether or not we achieve our goals. Objective tests place too
much emphasis on the factual rather than comprehension but are
used to some extent. Essay questions, problem solving and pro-jects are used with some success. Perhaps the real measure can
only be determined as our students face a "Third World War" or
"World State".
But the administrations and faculties alike of our colleges
are challenged by the problem. This Is the first step toward a
solution. Ifwe are to find the solution, though, we must con-
tinue the experiment.
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The following questionnaire was sent to all college science
instructors in Arkansas. Results will be tabulated and will be
available to any college that would like this information.
QUEST IONNAIRE ON PLACE OF THE AREA COURSE IN THE STUDY
OF THE NATURAL SCIENCES
1. Do you feel a need for an area course In science In your college or
university?
2. Ifan area course were adopted which type would you prefer?(a) separated into biological and physical (b) integrated
into one .
3. Ifdivided what part devoted to (a) Biological (b) Physi-
cal .
4. What method of Instruction do you believe to be most effective?(a) lecture-demonstration-laboratory (b) problem-project(c) case study (d) historical approach
5. How much time do you think should be devoted to laboratory work?
All 1/2 1/3 1-two hour period per week
None
6. What kind of laboratory work do you feel best? (a) Demonstrations
only (b) Combination of demonstration and individual work(c) All individual
7. Should such a course be for majors? Non-majors?
Both?,
8. Would an area course be more effective with (a) One teacher in
charge (b) Several instructors teaching portions of the
course (c) Several instructors each with a section
9. The size of the class should be: 25-30 50 or more
10. Small group discussions are: recommendednot necessary essential
11. Check topics which should be included by all means
a. Scientific methods used in Research
b. Solar System, Laws governing movements
-
Origin of universe
c. Matter
-
Structure
-
Nature
-
Atoms
-
Molecules - Proper-
ties and changes
d. Energy - Sources - Kinds - Transformations
-
Simple.
Machines - Mechanics
-
Controlling Laws
e. Atomic Theory, Structure of Atom, Atomic energy
-
Nuclear
Structure, Radioactivity
f.Electricity, Heat and Light Phenomena
g. Earth, geological ages
-
Formation of Soils, Weather and
Climate
h. Newton's Laws
1. Kinetic Theory, Atmosphere, Oxygen and other gases
j.Evolution
_k. Reproduction and Origin of Life
_1. Heredity and Population Problems
m. Ecology and Environmental Inter-ReXatlonships
n. Poods, Food Production
o. Physiology of Systems of Body - Health and Disease
p. Plant and Animal Groups
-
Method of Classification
q. Economic Biological Problems
r. Others
12. Has your college or university been considering the adoption of an
area course In the Natural Sciences? already adopted willlr.
the near future considering now
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13. Have you been working with such a course? alone with a
committee with all members of the division
14. Suggestions for relationship to Humanities and Social Studies:
Remarks
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PRELIMINARY REPORT OF OCCURRENCE AND PROPERTIES
OF NEPHELINE SYENITE IN PULASKI COUNTY, ARKANSAS
Far old B. Foxhall1 and William E. Crockett 1
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the many Inquiries received during the past year, a
cooperative Investigation Is being conducted on the occurrence,
ceramic application, and benef lclatlon of Arkansas nephellne
syenite. The occurrence was reported as early as 1835 and cor-
rectly Identified In 1890. During the early 1900's, the syenite
was quarried extensively as a building stone, however In recent
years the stone has bean mined only on a small scale chiefly for
revetment work along the Mississippi River.
The use of nephellne syenite in ceramic wares has become
common place, however, to date no suitable domestic source of
supply has be9n developed. The Arkansas nephellne syenite de-
posits have not been suited to ceramic applications, primarily
due to the presence of objectionable iron-bearing Impurities.
Recent developments in magnetic separation and flotation tech-
niques present the possibility of benef iciatlng Arkansas
nepheline syenite so that a product might well be derived with
properties suited for the majority of ceramic applications. The
economic considerations involved are (a) abundant supply, (b)
ready accessibility, and (c) freight advantages.
II. OCCURRENCE AND DISTRIBUTION
Nepheline syenite outcrops at scattered localities in four
counties in the central part of the State. The largest exposure,
some six square miles In areal extent occurs in Pulaskl County
on Fourche or Granite Mountain Immediately south of the City of
Little Rock. The exposure Is a NE trending cove shaped mountain
about five miles long and roughly one-half mile in width. The
mountain varies In elevation from 380 to 520 feet with an average
relief of about 150 feet. This outcrop represents a dome or boss
of a much larger buried batholith. The syenite mass was Intruded
during Upper Cretaceous time into the metamorphosed intensely
folded Paleozoic sediments comprising the extreme eastern portion
of the Ouachlta Mountains.
The area is readily accessible, being served by paved high-
ways and two major railroads which follow the base of the moun-
tain on the east and west sides. Numerous quarry sites with
little to no overburden and a good working face are available
along either railroad.
III. PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
Arkansas syenite Is a quartz-free Igneous rock composed
essentially of potash feldspar and the fels-pathold mineral nephe-
llne with varying amounts of ferro-magnesian minerals. The pre-
dominant rock type is a hornblende nepheline syenite (hereafter
referred to as blue syenite") which comprises about 5/6ths of
the total exposure. A much smaller, elongate exposure on the
northwest limb of the mountain Is composed of a blotlte nepheline
syenite ("gray syenite"). Results of microscopic examination of
thin sections of both the blue and gray types including relative
I. State Geologist of Arkansas, State Capitol, Little Rook, Arkansas.. Ceramic Consultant, Niloak Pottery Company, Little Rock, Arkansas.. State Division of Geology, Niloak Pottery Co., U.S. Bureau of Mines.
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percentages of minerals present, are shown In Table I. The two
types although remarkably similar in chemical composition(Table II)exhibit distinct physical differences, particularly
in regard to color. Both the orthoclase and nephellne In the
gray syenite are more completely altered than In the blue variety
and the extensive kaolinlzation of the orthoclase probably causes
the gray color. The principal ferro-inagneslan mineral In the
blue variety is the amphibole hornblende whereas In the gray
syenite the chief ferro-magnesians are biotite and the pyroxene
segirine.
IV. CERAMIC PROPERTIES
(1) Chemical Analyses*
Blue and gray syenite analyses are shown in Table II.
(2) Fusion Characteristics
Feldspar fusion cones were prepared from 300 mesh blue
syenite (B), 300 mesh gray syenite (G), 200 mesh commercial
nepheline syenite 2 (C), and 200 mesh blue and gray syenite con-
centrates 3 (BC) and (GC) respectively. The blue and gray sye-
nite samples were wet milled through 300 mesh to insure uniform
Impurity dispersion. Thus, samples B and G would be expect to
fuse at a lower heat, due to increased fineness of division.
The blue and gray syenites fuse to a chocolate brown color. The
concentrates, BC and GC fused to a light gray and dark gray color
respectively. The control sample, C, fused to a milky white
color. The 200 mesh syenite samples exhibited nearly equivalent
degrees of fusion at cone 7.
(3) Idealized Body Tests
An idealized body series was prepared employing 300 mesh
blue syenite, 300 mesh gray syenite and 200 mesh commercial
syenite respectively. Body compositions are shown In Table III.
The idealized body was arbitrarily chosen so as to magnify the
effect of the flux content. 1" x 6" circular test specimens
were prepared by dry mixing, blunging, drying on plaster, extrud-
ing and marking. Firing was carried out at the various heats in
a Remmey #2150 test kiln on a 7-hour schedule. Test data are
presented in Table IV. Bodies B-l and B-2 exhibit exceptionally
early vitrification properties and bloat slightly at approximate-
ly cone 7. These phenomena are quite likely due to the fineness
of division of the blue and gray syenites respectively.
(4) Magnetic Separation Tests
Preliminary tests were carried out on a triple-rotor
machine. 3 Data showing per cent recovery and Fe£03 content of
the splits are shown In Table V. These data Indicate the lm-
practibility of benef iciation by magnetic separation alone.
(5) Benef iciation Studies
Blue and gray flotation tests have been undertaken by the
Metallurgical Branch, Rolla Division, U.S. Bureau of Mines. To
date the tests have been of a preliminary nature. There are in-
dications, however, that benef Iciation by combined magnetic
separation and flotation may be carried out to produce a syenite
concentrate suited for use in artware, stoneware, vitreous wheel
1. Analyses by T.W. Carney, Chief Chemist, Arkansas Resources and Development Com-
mission.
2. Ceramic Color and Chemical Company.
3. U.S. Bureau of Mines, Metallurgical Branch, Rolla Division.
4. Exolon Company, Therold, Ontario, Canada.
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bonds, low tension electrical porcelain, refractory porcelain,
sanltaryware and other related products wherein a moderate amount
of Iron-bearing Impurity Is permissible. Fine grinding of such a
commercial product would tend to eliminate the appearance of any
residual specking impurities.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Arkansas nephellne syenite possesses properties worthy of
definite economic considerations. Current test and development
work, as related to benef lciation techniques, may develop a pro-
duct suited to many ceramic processes.
TABLE I
PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS, ARKANSAS SYENITE
A. B.
Hornblende Nephellne Blotite Nepheline
Syenite Syenite
"Blue Syenite" "Gray Syenite"
GranitoidTexture: Granitoid
SlightlyStructure: Massive trachl
Mineralogy:
Primary Minerals: 60% Orthoclase 50% Orthoclase
10% Nepheline 15% Nephellne10% Hornblend 10% Blotlte
5% Dlopslde 10% Aeglrlne &.
Accessory Minerals: (Tltanlte Tltanlte
-.c-qri Apatite ApatiteD/
°)Magnetite 10% Magnetite[Blotlte Fluorlte
Pyrite
Secondary Minerals: Kaollnlte (Kaollnlte
Anallclte 5% Analclte
5^]Cancrlnlte[Chlorite
toid
i
i Diopslde
i
r
l
i (?)
l rite
TABLE II
CHEMICAL ANALYSES
Blue Syenite Gray Syenite
Silica (SIO2) 60.30% 60.75
Alumina (AI2O3) 19.93 19.59
Ferric Oxide (Fe203) 4.67 4.26
Titan la (TIO2) 1.10 1.20
Lime (CaO) 1.27 0.76
Magnesia (MgO) 1.19 0.92
Soda (Na20) 6.25 6.68
Potash (K2O) 5.30 5.90
Ignition 0.11 1.32
Total 100.12 101.38
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TABLE III
IDEALIZED BODY COMPOSITIONS
Designation B-l B-2 B-3
Blue Syenite 30
Gray Syenite 30
Commercial Syenite 30
Ball Clay 25 25 25
China Clay 25 25 25
Flint 20 20 20
TABLE IV
RAW AND FIRED PROPERTIES
Body Designation B-l B-2 B-3
% Water Plasticity(Dry Basis) 23 28 22
% Linear drying shrinkage 3.6 5.0 4.4
Raw modulus of rupture (psl) 262 268 241
Cone 02 (2003°F)
% Total linear shrinkage 12.1 13.0 9.1
% Linear firing shrinkage 8.0 7.6 5.2
% Water absorption 2.8 3.3 8.8
Color Gray Gray White
Cone 1 (2057°F)
% Total linear shrinkage 12.8 13.4 9.8
% Linear firing shrinkage 8.4 8.0 5.6
% Water absorption 2.0 2.5 7.0
Color Gray Gray White
Cone 3 (2093°F)
% Total linear shrinkage 13.0 14.6 10.0
% Linear firing shrinkage 9.0 9.4 6.0
% Water absorption 1.6 2.3 6.5
Color Gray Gray White
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TABLE IV, Continued
Cone 5 (2156°F)
% Total linear shrinkage
% Linear firing shrinkage
% Water absorption
13.2 14.6 10.0
9.0 9.6 6.0
1.4 2.1 6.2
Color Gray Gray White
Cone 7 (2210°F)
% Total linear shrinkage
% Linear firing shrinkage
% Water absorption
12.4 14.4 12.6
8.8 9.2 8.4
0.7 0.6 0.6
Color Gray Gray Light Cream
Cone 9 (2282°F)
% Total linear shrinkage
% Linear firing shrinkage
% Water absorption
12.6 14.6 12.8
8.6 9.6 8.0
0.6 0.2 0.2
Color Gray Gray Cream
Cone 11 (2345°F)
% Total linear shrinkage
% Linear firing shrinkage
% Water absorption
11.4 13.2 13.0
7.6 8.0 8.4
2.3 3.0 0.3
Color Gray Gray Cream
TABLE V
MAGNETIC SEPARATION TESTS
Split Designation
Blue Syenite - Most magnetic portion
Blue Syenite - Intermediate portion
Blue Syenite - Least magnetic portion
Blue Syenite - Non-magnetic portion
Gray Syenite - Most magnetic portion
Gray Syenite - Intermediate portion
Gray Syenite - Least magnetic portion
Gray Syenite - Non-magnetic portion
% of Total Sample % Fe 2O3
23.4 11.4
26.8 3.6
4.2 2.0
45.6 1.1
33.2 7.2
13.2 4.4
18.6 2.7
35.0 1.7
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SUPPLEMENT TO
PRELIMINARY REPORT OF OCCURRENCE AND PROPERTIES
OF NEPHELINE SYENITE IN PULASKI COUNTY, ARKANSAS
REPORT OF THE ROLLA LABORATORY FOR THE WEEK ENDING AUGUST 31,1946
Arkansas Resources and Development Commission
Little Rock, Arkansas
NEPHELINE SYENITE
The work was continued on two samples of nepheline syenite
from the Fourche Mountain area near Little Rock, Arkansas. One
sample was a blue nepheline syenite from the Minnesota Mining
and Manufacturing Company's quarry, and the other was a gray
nepheline syenite from the Big Rock Stone and Material Company's
quarry. The analyses of the two types of syenite were as fol-
lows:
Analyses of Syenites
Nepheline Analysis Percent
Syenite
Blue. . . 19.93 60.30 4.63 1.1
Gray. . . 19.59 60.75 4.26 1.2
In a previous test, classification, tabling, and magnetic
separation produced a nonmagnetic table tailing fraction from the
blue syenite which fused to a light gray melt at 1250°C. The
nonmagnetic table middling fraction from the gray syenite fused
to a gray melt.
Recently, flocation tests were made on each sample, and the
flotation tailing products were separated into magnetic and non-
magnetic fractions in a Frantz ferrofilter. Each sample was
stage-ground in a pebble mill to minus 200-mesh, and conditioned
with 1.0 pound of sodium silicate a ton of ore. Biotlte and
aegirite were floated from the blue syenite with 0.16 pound of
D.P. 243 (E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company). and 0.32 pound of
olelc acid, and from the gray syenite with 0.24 pound of D.P.
243 and 0.48 pound of oleic acid a ton of ore. The results of
flotation and magnetic separation are shown In the following
tables:
Flotation and Magnetic Separation of Blue Syenite
ppn^rt Weight Analysis PercenthToauct Percent I 1A12O3 SiO2 T102 Fe203
Biotlte-seglrlte 21.2 16.64 46.00 3.80 13.90
Tailing:
Magnetic 15.2 20.57 60.40 0.53 2.49
Nonmagnetic (Nepheline) 63.6 21.48 61.24 0.29 0.89
Composite 100.00 20.31 57.88 1.07 3.39
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The nonmagnetic fraction of the table tailing was fused at
1250°C. and produced a light gray melt.
Flotation and Magnetic Separation of Gray Syenite
Weight Analysis Percent
Product Pprrent 1 1pe c A1^ slQz T1Q2 ?Q^
Biotlte-aeglrlte 28.7 15.96 49.48 3.73 10.70
Tailing:
Magnetic 12.6 20.31 62.90 0.37 1.64
Nonmagnetic (Nephellne) 58.7 21.05 61.86 0.15 1.07
Composite 100.00 19.49 58.43 1.21 3.90
The nonmagnetic fraction of the table tailing was fused at1250°C. and produced u gray melt.
REPORT OF THE ROLLA LABORATORY FOR THE WEEK ENDING
SEPTEMBER 7, 1946
Arkansas Resources and Development Commission,
Little Rock, Arkansas
NEPHELINE SYENITE
The work was continued on a sample of blue syenite from the
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company's quarry at the east
side of Fourche Mountain
A portion of the blue syenite was classified and tabled, and
the table tailing was separated into magnetic and nonmagnetic
fractions in a high-intensity Frantz ferrofllter to produce a
low-Iron nephellne product for ceramic tests. The results of
tabling and magnetic separation are shown in the following table:
Tabling and Magnetic Separation of Blue Syenite
Up1CPh 4- Analysis Percent
Product Percent 1 1™ em A12O3 Fe203 T1Q2 S102
Table Concentrate (iron). 10.9 10.74 25.20 5.80 37.42
Table middling 11.7 19.60 2.16 0.63 60.94
Slims 13.2 19.30 2.70 0.68 59.96
Table Tailing:
Magnetic 18.0 20.36 3.00 0.41 60.60
Nonmagnetic (Nephellne) 46.2 22.11 0.85 0.24 62.00
Composite 100. 0 19.95 4.28 0.98 58.67
Heads 19.93 4.68 1.10 60.30
The nonmagnetic fraction of the table tailing was fused at
1250°C. and produced a light gray melt.
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LOUDNESS MEASUREMENTS AND THEIR BEARING ON THE
NON-LINEARITY OF THE HEARING FUNCTION
L.B. Ham, University of Arkansas
In an article by Mr. Parkinson of the Johns Manville Cor-
poration and the writer1, a series of experiments were described,
showing judgments by certain Individuals on the change In loud-
ness of a sound with a given decrease or Increase In the sound
Intensity.
There appeared certain variations In the results that could
not be accounted for at the time. Itwas found, however, that
the results were fairly well represented by the logarithmic form
of equation
L = e^N (i)
where L represents the change In loudness as judged by the
typical observer and N is the change in sound Intensity In deci-
bels corresponding to the expressed change in loudness. The
value of the constant m was found to be 0.076. There was some
evidence at the time that the value of the constant (m) might be
larger for low Initial loudness levels.
At the time of publication of the results, a few men,
prominent In the acoustical field, doubted the possibility of ob-
taining reliable results by this direct approach. Soon after
these experiments were published experiments along similar lines
were reported by Fletcher and Munson 2, Geiger and Firestone 3,
Churcher 4 , and others.
Experiments by the above mentioned people and continued ex-
periments by the present author soon showed that the loudness
Increment function depends upon the intensity level of the sound,
the frequency, noise, psychological conditions and whether the
Intensity Increments are positive or negative. The object of the
present paper is to describe a series of experiments which Illus-
trate some of the psycho-physical phenomena just mentioned. A
tentative explanation for the smaller difference In Intensity
changes to give equal reduction In loudness compared to equal
Increments in loudness will be given. The data were obtained
with about 400 students cooperating, accumulating nearly 5000
measurements.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The type of apparatus used In the present series, slightly
modified over that at New York University is listed as follows:
an oscillator, two attenuators, an amplifier, loud speaker, fil-
ter, and calibrated voltmeter (Fig. 1). The wave forms were
often checked with an oscillograph. Allbut a negligible number
of experiments have been done with groups of students, numbering
about 15 to 30.. Data tabulated for this number or less were
usually obtained from a single class. Because of varying
la Loudness and Intensity Relations by L.B. Ham and J.S. Parkinson. Jr. Acous.
Soo. 3, 511, 1932.
2. Loudness, Its Definition, Measurement and Calculation by H. Fletcher and W.A.
Munson. Jr. Aoous. Soo. 5, 82, 1933.
3. The Estimation of Fractional Loudness by P.H. Geigar and F.A. Firestone. Jr.
Acous. Soc. 5, 25, 1933.
4. A loudness Scale for Industrial Noise Measurements by B.G. Churcher. Jr. Acous.
Soo. 6, 216, 1935.
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pschologlcal conditions, data for a single class were less
reliable for a given number of observations than for two classes
with the same total of observers.
In the experiments asking for Judgments on fractional loud-
ness, a series of six energy levels Is sounded all reduced ex-
cept one. Thus for Judgments on a reduction to one-half the
original loudness of a tone, the Intensities In decibels are
given usually In the following reduced order: 0, 18, 6, 15, 8,
11. There has been some variation In the decibel Intensity
magnitudes to study the effects of these variations. In the
multiple loudness Judgments, the procedure Is the same except
that the Intensities are Increased In the same order as above.
The observer merely Indicates In the data form presented whethei
the fractional or the Incremental loudness Is more or less than
the loudness Judgment desired by using plus (+) and negative (-)
signs.
Careful explanations of the procedure to be followed In
making the Judgments have been found necessary to avoid psycho-
logical disturbances. The detailed method of taking all data Is
as follows: first, produce the reference tone; then, the com-
parison tone level; finally, repeat both tones In the same order
as In the first Instance. A generous amount of time Is given to
see that all observers understand what Is to be done and much
time Is used In the first one or two measurements to see that all
unfamiliar Initial directions are made clear. A brief Introduc-
tion to the nature of the work and apparatus Is usually given to
help remove fear reactions. No one, who makes the observation,
has any idea In which way the apparatus is to work to get the
various energy levels. Students usually feel that some kind of
an examination must be coming when the data forms are passed
around, so that careful preparation Is urgent. The maximum num-
ber of loudness Judgments taken by any one person Is about 18,
representing about 216 tones to which he must give attention.
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The complete data for all frequencies and intensity levels
are given in Table I. The object in setting the table up this
way Is to determine the possible trend In loudness estimates
either with variations of frequency or of intensity level. There
is a fairly defined tendency for a decrease in decibel level to
give 1/2, 1/3, and l/5 the loudness In the 60 cycle tone with
decreasing intensity level of the reference tone which does not
appear in the remaining data. Geiger and Firestone's data, using
a telephone receiver, shows rather marked incremental decibel
decreases with low level Intensities both in the 1000 cycle and
the 60 cycle tone. A wider range In Intensity levels of the
reference tone In the present series would be necessary to com-
pare results closely In the two papers. One can go to lower
levels when a single person Is experimenting In a room. Compar-
ing these experiments with the Geiger and Firestone experiments,
there appears to be a rather important difference whether the
room Is bathed in the sound or the sound comes directly from a
telephone receiver. There are background noises incident to a
group of people that may alter the apparent loudness. Most ex-
periments with telephone receivers up to the present Indicate
that the change in decibel level for a multiple change in loud-
ness (or a fractional change of the same amount) is approximate-
ly the same for any given frequency for tones In excess of 40 db
above threshold. The present series Is in keeping with this
general conclusion In the fractional series in that the 60 cycle
tone has its low intensity reference tone below 25 db, which Is
well below 40 db.
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There Is a small tendency for increased energy changes for
equal fractional and multiple changes In loudness for Increasing
frequencies up to 1000 cycles.
The more accurate method of taking data In the present
series Indicated one significant result over that obtained In the
earlier series; namely, that multiple Intensity Increases are a
little greater than fractional Intensity decreases for equal
changes in loudness. Table IIIs set up to show this effect
better. Alldata for any one frequency are tabulated in a single
row. The effect Is well seen for all frequencies except for the
one-half loudness versus the two-times loudness experiments with
1000, 5000, and 10,000 cycles. The fluctuation error of loud-
ness judgment is not sufficiently small to show the probable true
effect at this change in loudness compared to the larger changes
In loudness. Part of the difference between the fractional and
the multiple series could be attributed to the masking effect of
background noises. The major assumed cause of the difference
will be discussed later.
The results of the present series compares very favorably
with the former series at New York University. At that time, the
experiments were more with the middle range frequencies. When
the change In decibels required to give corresponding changes in
fractional and multiple loudnesses are tabulated for 500, 1000,
and 5000 cycles, a value of 0.073 Is obtained for the constant m
of equation 1used In the experiments at New York University.
This compares well with the value of 0.076 obtained at that time.
Table IIIwas constructed to see if any significance could
be obtained by comparing the fractional loudness series with the
multiple loudness series when the fixed (or reference) tone was
more nearly at the same level in both series. There seemed to
be but little, If any, added significance.
From the best possible weighting of all data given in the
present article, two curves (Fig. 2) have been drawn. One repre-
sents the fractional loudness data while the other represents the
multiple loudness data. The fractional loudness curve Is drawn
with 8.4, 14.3 and 20.8 decibel reductions representing reduc-
tions of 1/2, 1/3 and 1/5 in loudness. The multiple loudness
curve is drawn with 8,6, 17.7 and 24.8 db increases representing
increases of 2, 3 and 5 times the former loudness.
In the experiments published in 1932 In which it was con-
cluded that the results could be fitted reasonably well on a
curve for which m = 0.076, the results are 9.1 db for a loudness
change of 1/2 or 2, 14.4 db for a loudness change of 1/3 (or 3)
and 21.1 db for a loudness change of 1/5 (or 5).
Since 20.8 db and 24.8 db represent intensity ratios of 120
and 300 approximately a practical accounting of the fractional-
multiple loudness curves of Fig. 2 for a loudness change of 5 may
be Illustrated In the following way: If 2 pigs produce equal
squeals, 600 equally Intense squealing pigs willproduce an in-
crease of five times In loudness. To reduce the loudness of 600
pigs to 1/5 this loudness, the number of pigs would have to be
reduced to 5 in number, instead of 2.
PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Observers are influenced by many factors, some of which have
been discovered gradually as the experiments hava progressed.
That unsuspected distractions do occur Is found In the type of
data sometimes recorded. Some of the conditions influencing the
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results are listed In the numbered paragraphs to follow.
1. Distractions are observed when unknown noises exist due
to outside activities and when there are Incidental mishaps. One
oerson In a group tripped over a lamp cord upon entering the
room. The resulting data proved to have but little value. The
method used to record the data will show Inconsistencies.
2. Deafness will lead to erroneous results. The damping
factors in the ear are different for deafened people. The mask-
Ing effects In a room subject to noise Is also different for
people with normal hearing.
3. The magnitude of the difference In intensities used for
making loudness Judgments is a factor especially if the differ-
ences are less than 2 db. This factor has been minimized by use
of wide ranges in sequential intensity levels in the tests.
4. The method of illustrating how the experiments are to be
performed appears to be Important. To Illustrate how the com-
parison tone is to be sounded, the switches are thrown to a com-
parison sound of equal intensity so as to not start with a bias-
ing intensity difference in two tones. You will note that the
first comparison is to be made with no difference in intensities.
Further directions are given at this time.
5. Fatigue factors are Important. The experiments once
started should take but a short time before interest wanes and
fatigue sets in. There should be no mistake in tone sounded and
faulty transients should not be allowed because of the distract-
ing effect.
6. Observing estimates by others offers some difficulty.
This is minimized by the recording of a plus ( +) or a minus (-)
sign for each new tone intensity by everybody.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The observer apparently has no language vocabulary to des-
cribe adequately his method of arriving at the loudness judg-
ments of the type described In this paper. The accuracy is of
the same order as asking a person to Judge the length of a room
In terms of the multiple lengths of some arbitrary standard.
This has been tried with a room about five times the length of an
arbitrary standard. Many try to describe how their judgments
were made by using comparisons such as: distance units on a
linear scale, piles of equal masses, feeling on the ear drum,
addition of sounds, frequency range on a piano scale, speed, and
sound cut into parts. The Judgments prove to be surprisingly
close and wide deviation may be traced usually to some psycho-
logical factor. The better experimental setting in the sound
absorbing room at the University of Arkansas has led to much more
consistent data than that obtained formerly at New York Univer-
sity or that obtained at the University of Arkansas before the
sound absorbing room was available. In fact, there appeared to
be some small effect discernable from the external noise when the
experiments were performed in ordinary rooms. The effect was not
sufficient however to be identified definitely by Itself. Noises
from any origin tend to mask a tone so that the threshold In-
tensity level is raised. One may anticipate, therefore, in the
presence of a noise that a tone which is decreased In Intensity
to sound half as loud need not be reduced so much, since the
threshold Intensity is raised. Likewise a sound In the pressure
of a noise need not be raised as much as In a sound absorbing
room to appear twice as loud.
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That positive Increments In Intensity to produce a fixed
multiple Increment In loudness are greater than the reductions
In Intensity to produce equivalent fractional decreases In loud-
ness (Fig. 2) Is quite new, except that Itwas anticipated from
the Gelger -Fire stone experiments mentioned earlier. In their
series of experiments, however, the results obtained from the
different frequencies depended upon the Intensity level of the
reference tone. Although the effect Is negligible or Inconclu-
sive In Isolated Instances, the results as a whole show a con-
sistent set of results In respect to the Increments of Intensity
required for equal Increases In loudness versus equal decreases
In loudness. An explanation of this effect on the non-linear
response basis appears reasonable.
If the ear, for example, responds In a n on-symmetrical
manner to a sine wave In accordance with the equation E, = ap +bp
where p = P sine wt, one may show that one of the resulting terms
s a steady pressure on the ear. In some experiments on
masking 5 performed by Dr. Guttman and the present author, there
was assumed the presence In the ear of a sensitive mechanism for
damping, masking or Impeding the transmission of a strong, un-
)leasant sounds. The object of this mechanism may be the protec-
;lon of the sensitive perceptive apparatus, Cortls organ. This
apparatus does not function to as great a degree In a deafened
person.
The theoretical problem then Is to see If some algebraic
equation of any degree In Instantaneous excess pressure p may be
set up properly to fit the loudness curves for Increasing and
'or decreasing loudnesses. The problem may be complicated In
;hat the middle ear may have as a part of Its function the regu-
lation of the lntralabyrlnthlne pressure by action of the lntra-
aurlcular 6 muscles.
5. Masking Effects of an Interfering Tone on a Deafened Ear by John Guttman and
L.B. Ham. Archives of Otolaryngology, 12, 425, 1930.
6. Zimmerman, C. Arch, of Physiol. 144, 30, 1912.
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CAPTIONS
Fig. 1 Apparatus
Fig. 2 Graphs showing the relationship between(aO fractional loudness versus decreases in
intensity (thinner curve), and(b) multiple loudness versus increases in
Intensity.
Table 1 Left half gives the reduction in Intensity
level for a reduction to 1/2, 1/3, and 1/5
of the original loudness at stated intensity
levels. The right half gives corresponding
data for multiple loudnesses of 2, 3, and 5
times the original loudness at intensity
levels indicated at the far right.
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QUANTITATIVESYSTEMS OF SOCIOLOGY
by Franz Adler, Department of Sociology, University of Arkansas
Recently the news appeared in the dally papers that some
mathematicians had discovered the possibility of applying mathe-
matical formulas to human and social phenomena. 1) The implica-
tion was that now comprehensive mathematical systems for the
description and prediction of all human behavior were available.
Actually, the construction of such a system has been the final
goal of many workers in the social sciences for almost a century
and a half. Since Auguste Comte, many have thought that, some
day, it would be possible to establish a system of a universal
and unified science, covering the social phenomena as well as the
physical and biological ones. And while there is quite a number
of social scientists who do not believe that it will ever be pos-
sible to describe all social phenomena mathematically, either
because they are too complex or because they are of some sort of
non-quantitative nature, there Is a still more sizable number of
workers who try to find mathematical expressions for those parts
of the social universe they have empirically studied. To them,
an announcement like the one mentioned above must have come as
quite a surprise.
When Sir Isaac Newton laid the foundations to what Is now a
system of physics, he was enabled to do so not only by his own
genius and by his own informal observations of apples falling
from trees, but also by the amount of quantitative knowledge
which he found ready for his use in the works of Copernicus,
Kepler, Galilei, and others. Inventors do not fall from
heaven. They are the ones who find or fashion the stone that
closes and makes the arch, that tops and completes the pyramid.
This is true of scientific systems as well as of steam engines.
The system builder like the engine constructor Is tied to the
state of the technology he finds when he starts building, only
that in his case the state of scientific formulation is concerned
while In the case of the mechanical inventor the state of tool
making, power production, power transmission, etc. are the foun-
dations that matter. The trouble with the recent mathematical
systems which have been so highly advertised Is that they have
all been constructed without the benefit of a sufficiently well
developed basis in mathematically expressed empirical knowledge,
of social fact.
Thus, N. Rashevsky in his Mathematical Theory of Human Rela-
tions 2) begins by drafting a quantitative formula concerning the
Influence of one Individual upon another. In this formula he
uses two variables: the "intensity of an activity" and "desire.,
which is, In its turn, determined in general by the past history¦of the Individual." 3) The book does not indicate how the values
for these variables might be obtained. The present writer Is by
no means a protagonist of the operational definition as a method
of defining concepts in qualitative discourse, 4) but it seems
quite useless to set up equations without being able to indicate
any operation by which the numerical values of the variables can
be determined. Rashevsky arbitrarily chooses the type of func-
tion relating the variables and does, of course, not know the
l) John J. O'Neill, "Scientists Use Figures, Equations to Describe Processes of Life.
New Mathematics of Mankind Called Social Physics- Includes Brain Waves, Interna-
tional Relations, Machines." in St. Louis Post-Dispatch, April11, 1949.
2) N. Rashevsky, Mathematical Theory of Human Relations, An Approach to a Mathematical
Biology of Social Phenomena, The Prinoipia Press, Inc., Bloomington, Indiana, 1947.
3) Ibid., p. 3 ff.
4) Franz Adler, "Operational Definitions in Sociology", The American Journal of
Sociology, Vol. LII,No. 5, March 1947, pp. 438-444.
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numerical value of his constants. Thus, all we have is an arbi-
trary relationship of unknowns, as far as the mathematics of the
matter go.
Rashevsky calls his theory a deductive one. Still, it is
based on some conceptions of the actual happenings among people.
The author has consulted a few sociological treatises, but seems
to rely mostly on his own common sense knowledge, general educa-
tion, and some biological analogies. His book abounds in state-
ments like the following: "it must be remembered that in the
ultimate analysis any natural resource, used in any industry,
comes from the land; s) "An individual may imitate another one,
and if this individual engages in an activity, a', with an inten-
sity, 1', then the intensity, a, of the activity of the first
individual will be the stronger, the stronger the a.';" 6
'
"Due to
the difference between parents and progeny, the active industrial
class in the United States gradually 'thins out'." 7) These
statements are neither based on empirical research nor are they
credited to any social scientist, they rather seem to represent
the author's own views.
A deductive theory will most probably be useful only to the
extent as it is founded on valid Induction. Whether this original
Induction is formal or informal is not the point. But only in-
duction of some sort (if we exclude supernatural inspiration) can
be expected to lead to a realistic theory. Whatever the mathema-
tical merits of the author may be, he should have consulted some
sociologists (and there are some of them who are well qualified
to talk to a mathematician) as to the available observational
materials and as to available methods of measurement. The bare
mathematical "let-this-be-that" cannot be expected to lead neces-
sarily to formulas that can be applied to empirical events.
The second of the works cited in the initially mentioned
press story comes from George Klngsley Zlpf,8' University lectur-
er at Harvard University, whose training and activities have been
mostly in the field of speech and linguistics. The speculations
of this volume, showing a brilliant power of imagination, start
out from studies and findings inthis field which demonstrate, as
far as the present writer, a layman, can judge, thorough famil-
iarity with subject matter and method.
The author, however, steps out from his familiar field Into
physics to.borrow from there a principle which he somewhat modi-
fies. In physics, this principle appears as an equation
t]
6/2Tdt = 0, called the principle of least action .9) It is per-
to
haps important to notice that the above equation is valid only if
the total energy remains constant and the same over every varied
path. It should also be noted that it yields a maximum rather
than a minimum in some cases. 10) Ithas to be modified to be ap-
plicable to other problems than those of mechanics (see Fermat's
principle of least time in optics) and offers special difficulties
if the propagation of light is treated as a motion of corpuscles
moving with the velocity of light. n)
5) Rashevsky, op. oit., p. 168.
6) Ibid., p. 4.
7) Ibid,, p. 180.
8) George Kingsley Zipf, Human Behavior and the Principle of Least Effort, An Intro-
duction to Human Ecology, Addison-Wesley Press, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts,
1949.
9) Robert Bruce Lindsay and Henry Margenau, Foundations of Physics, Jojm Wiley Je
Sons, Inc., New York, Chapman & Hall, Limited, London, 1936, p. 132; (T = kinetic
energy, t = time).
10) F.K. Richtmyer and E.H. Kennard, Introduction to Modern Physics, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., New York and London, 4th edition, 1947, p. 244.
11) Lindsay and Margenau, op. cit., p. 135.
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Transposed Into the fields of biology and the social scien-
ces this principle of least action Is universalized without any
restriction or condition as a principle of least effort, and the
author claims that It will facilitate a systematlzatlon of an
exact science of living behavior, that It willprovide an objec-
tive language for the Impersonal discussion of social problems,
and that finally It willfulfillthe need for a way In which man
can explain the ways of God to man.12 ) Itwill be recalled that
the original Inventor of the principle of least action In physics,
Maupertuls, In 1750 had a purpose similar to Zipfs In wanting to
prove the existence of a creator God. The principle of least ef-
fort says that each organism will adopt a way of matter-energy
output that will involve the expenditure of the probable least
average rate of work. 13' The organism will choose this way on
the basis of Its or Its species' past experience according to Its
own insight and ability. 14 ) Obviously such a broad principle
cannot easily be put into mathematical terms and the author has
not attempted to do so, thus actually disqualifying himself for
the claims made for him by the press report.
That the author is in foreign waters in the social sciences
becomes apparent, for example, by his treatment of what he des-
cribes by the phrase "tools-seek- jobs-and- jobs-seek-tools" . The
whole question of the means-quality of ends and the ends-quality
of means is left open. 15 ) As a result we get an enormously ex-
panded "economic man" - not to mention all the economic mice,
rats, trees, and algae - not understood as a construct, but as
concrete description and explanation of all human actions,
economic and otherwise. Obviously, actual human behavior does
not follow always and everywhere an economic principle of least
effort. Men Indulge In sports for no other purpose than to ex-
pend effort, they overindulge knowingly In efforts of socalled
amusement, they even commit suicide. Zipf does not face these
difficulties of his view squarely, but endeavors to overcome them
by adding additional assumptions to his structure whenever the
occasion arises. Thus, for example, he takes care of the problem
of suicide by postulating "a self-preservating 'something' in an
organism which can eventually wish to escape Into some other sit-
uation which is comparatively less frustrating In terms of some
frame of reference. 16' The "something", reading of previous and
following passages leads us to understand. Is an "identity point",
which in Zlpf 's discussion starts out as a movable mathematical
point in time-space", 17^ but which in the course of the argument
becomes a very definite, though not tangible, thing.
As a whole, Zipf's work can hardly be considered as a scien-
tific contribution to the social sciences, much less as their
mathematical systematlzation. The author of the newspaper report
must be excused for having succumbed to the Harvard title of the
author and the learned sounding verbiage of the work.
Quite on a different level appears the work of Norbert
Wiener. 18) Wiener does not try to transplant physical and biolo-
gical concepts or methods by a priori reasoning upon universes of
12) Zipf, op. oit., pp. 543f.
13) Ibid., pp. 5ff and passim.
14) Ibid., p. 7.
15) of. for example. Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organization,
translated by A.M. Henderson and Talcott Parsons, Oxford University Press, Nevr
York, 1947, pp. 115ff., or the materials treated by Morris Ginsberg in his Reason
and Unreason in Society, Essaya in Sociology and Social Philosophy, Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1948, passim.
16) Zipf, op. oit., p. 243.
17) Ibid., p. 212.
18) Norbert Wiener, Cybernetics, Or Control and Communication in the Animal and the
Machine , The Technology Press, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, Hermann et
Cie, Paris, 1948.
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phenomena of which he has no scientific knowledge. Working with
physiologists and engineers, he uses their experiences to find by
Induction mathematical formulations that seem well to describe
certain processes common to certain machines and to the human
brain. He finds that a mathematical theory will be essentially
the same In describing processes of mathematical or logical com-
putation, no matter whether these computations are performed by a
mechanical calculator or by a human brain. And the study of the
actual phenomena carried on by his medical and engineering asso-
ciates shows that the similarity Is not only one of function but
one of structure too. This is Important to remember so as not to
confuse Wiener's theory with reasoning by analogy. His is a
theory arrived at by induction Inwhich several formerly separate
fields are united into a new unity.
Wiener's inductive method is also the reason why he did not
advance to a theory of society. He Is aware of the lack of rele-
vant quantitative data in this field. And he puts his finger
with a rare degree of Insight directly on the reason for this
lack of data: "Thus the human sciences are very poor testing-
grounds for a new mathematical technique: as poor as the statis-
tical mechanics of a gas would be to a being of the order of size
of a molecule, to whom the fluctuations which we ignore from a
larger standpoint would be precisely the matters of greatest in-
terest." 19 ' This is exactly the reason why quantitative research
of purely theoretically important matters has been neglected in
favor of Inquiring Into matters of immediate practical Importance
That the latter types of research do not add much In terms of ad-
vance toward a mathematical theory of society is not further sur-
prising.
Wiener's well founded reluctance to enter a field in which
he did not feel at home and which did not offer him sufficient
data must be highly commended. At the same time Itbecomes nec-
essary for the sociologist to ask himself whether this situation
could- not possibly be remedied. Is It conceivable at all that
sociologists produce data which might serve as the raw material
for the mathematical system builder?
The first question to be asked Is what kind of data could be
appropriate for the setting up of a quantitative theory. It Is
obvious that they will have to be quantitative, but how will It
be possible to distinguish relevant quantitative data from irre-
levant ones? This, Itseems, can be done only on the basis of a
hypothesis. This hypothesis willhave to be a qualitative one.
Any qualitative system of sociology could conceivably serve this
purpose .
This Is not the place and there is not the time to discuss
all the systems of sociology which have been suggested at various
times. Be It enough to state that the present writer is most
strongly Indebted to the Wiese-Becker z0 > system and uses it as
the starting point for his own. To be useful as a basis for the
planning of research which is to lead to the setting up of a
quantitative system, a qualitative system must, it seems, fulfill
two main requirements:
1. All concepts of the system must refer to directly or in-
directly observable data and combinations of such data. Such data
are, at least conceivably, measurable or countable.
19) Ibid., p. 34j of. also pp. 181 ff.
20) Leopold von Wiese, Systematic Sociology, on the Basis of the BeziehunRs and
Gebildelehre, adapted and amplified by Howard Becker, New York, John Wiley ft Sons,
Inc., London, Chapman * Hall,Limited, 1932. This reference should, however, not
be construed to mean that Wiese and Becker carry any responsibility for the
present writer's concepts.
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2. All concepts of the system must refer to the same kind
of data. By choosing a focus of interest and a level of observa-
tion the system becomes the system of a special science rather
than a description of the whole universe or arbitrarily selected
bits thereof. Also reference to the same kind of data assures
the clarification of concepts and conceptual relationships. It
becomes impossible to talk about the same phenomenon under sever-
al different names seemingly referring to several different sub-
ject matters.
Sociology has been defined as the science of social actions
tlons. 21' The only data, then, to which any concept in this
science is to have reference, are social actions. An action is
to be understood in the widest sense as anything an organism
does, including its persistence in a state of non-motion. 22 ) Ac-
tions may be fully overt, that is they may consist of muscular
movement and nothing else. Such actions, as for example, a hit in
the jaw during a serious fight, are fully observable. Then there
are actions which are completely covert, like thinking, seeing,
hearing, feeling, etc. These remain unobservable and cannot as
such enter sociological investigation. Finally, there are ac-
tions which are overt, but which are related to covert actions.
These socalled symbolic actions are most important in social re-
lationships.
It is not the task of the sociologist to study the relations
among the various levels of action. This is done by the psychol-
ogist, and the sociologist has to accept his findings. If the
psychologist cannot or does not give him direct ways of connect-
ing the overt to some covert actions, the sociologist will define
the "meaning" of an action by its relation to the set of actions(or the "situation") in connection with which the action usually
occurs. This set will include those actions which have been con-
firmed as occurring with high probability in connection with the
action the meaning of which is to be determined. This procedure
may enable the sociologist to leave out any reference to unob-
servable, covert actions. If a sentence, for example, occurs in
a given situation after certain actions have occurred and. before
certain other actions do occur, and if such a use tends to recur
with some regularity, an observer who does not know the language
in which the sentence is spoken may nevertheless grasp its
meaning.
Sociology, it was said, deals with social actions. An ac-
tion is social if It is followed by an action of another Indivi-
dual. The action that follows must be of a kind that more or
less regularly follows the kind of action the first action re-
presented. Only due to this regularity of sequence we can and
do claim a connection between the two actions. 23^
At first sight not all actions seem to be social. It is
quite correct to state that people do things by themselves pro-
tected from any other presence by four walls and the darkness
and the silence around them. Such actions are not only not soc-
ial, but they are also not observable. Thus, they fall outside
the field of a science which demands observable fact as Its
basis. Any action, however, occurring in the presence of ano-
ther, is, as a rule, observed; the fact of observation alone
makes the action a social one and all observed human actions are
social actions.
21) Ibid., p. 65.
22) cf. for a quite different view of what constitutes an action: Talcott Parsons,
The Structure of Social Action, First Edition, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New
York and London, 1937, p. 44 and passim.
23) cf. for opposite views of what constitutes a social aotion, Florian Znanieoki,
Social Actions, Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., New York, 1936, pp. 72ff. and Leopold
von Wiese, op. cit., pp. 56ff.
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We have said that all phenomena dealt with by this science
will have to be defined as social actions. The first concept so
defined willbe "culture". It consists of all the learned recur-
rent ways of acting that distinguish a population using them from
populations not using them; Ifman would do anything by Instinct,
this would not enter Into culture. But the psychologists assure
us that everything man does Is done In a learned manner, even
breathing, digesting, cohabltating, etc. These ways of acting or
recurrent actions occur more frequently among some peoples than
among others. Thus they may be said to distinguish a population
within which they occur often from one within which they occur
rarely or never. Actions are connected with each other and occur In
sequences and clusters. Itis, then, naive to speak of a "sum of
actions 0 making up a culture. Actions occur in arrangements like
the parts of a machine which have to be articulated with each
other to produce any effect. Such arrangements are known under
the name of "culture patterns".
"Society" is defined as the network of social actions going
on at any given time.24 ) It is a cross section through the cul-
tural continuity. Thus, most of the actions found at the moment
going on among and between individuals willbe repetitions of
previous actions. There will, however, be a few actions going on
that may be new. These actions may later be repeated and thus
become part of the culture, or they may not be repeated. These
seemingly unique actions are the beginnings and the indicators of
change. And the fact that such actions do occur more or less
frequently compared to recurrent ones is also a characteristic of
the culture.
Culture and society cannot exist without the existence of
Individuals. There have to be actors so that we may have actions.
The individual Interests us here as an actor only. As a physical
phenomenon, as a biological organism, as a mixture of chemical
substances he is not of Interest. His actions, observed and
typed, show certain regularities. These regularities in their
relations to each other are the Individual's "personality", that
Is the predictable actor. We may, for example, discover regular-
ities in the relation of the Individual's ways of overt and sym-
bolic actions and may characterize him on this basis as a liar or
an honest man, as consistent or inconsistent, as an optimist or
pessimist, and we can thus predict with certain probabilities
certain characteristics of his actions.
A personality, then, consists of the recurrent ways of act-
Ing of an individual. Culture, we have said, consists of the
recurrent ways of acting In a population. There can be no action
in culture that is not somebody's action. It Is obvious that all
and every individual's ways of acting are part of the culture.
But are all actions within a culture part of somebody's personal-
ity? We have said that actions must be typed when they are ob-
served. Accurate observation by itself reveals
(
that no particu-
lar action is fully like any other particular action. We have,
then, to decide on what basis we intend to consider actions as
alike. No such typology has been worked out yet in this con-
text. 25)
Itwill be possible, of course, to set up a category of
"traditional actions" or "ritual actions", etc. Thus, if we know
that an individual has acted traditionally or ceremonially in
previous situations, we may assume with some probability that
another situation for which traditional or ceremonial ways of
24) of Leopold von Wiese, op. oit., p. 77.
25) The lists of Leopold von Wiese (op. oit., pp. 134ff, and passim) or Florian Znanieki(op. cit., pp. 135ff.) do not correspond to the present definitions and are far from
exhaustive.
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acting are available will also be dealt with by him in a tradi-
tional or ceremonial manner. On the other hand, if we have ob-
served that the individual usually meets such situations by his
own devices, we may predict that he will do so again. His tra-
ditional or untraditional behavior is part of his personality.
Thus even a specific action which the Individual will perform
only once in his life, let us say, for example, acceptance of
baptism or marriage, appears as part of his "ways of acting". We
may conclude, then, that there is nothing in culture which is not
In the personality of somebody in the population.
Culture was often thought of as being one set of patterns
for every situation from which the individual could deviate only
by breaking the law, the customs, the mores, etc., In other words,
by putting himself outside of the pale of culture. Recent stu-
dents of prel Iterate societies have reported that there is a wide
range of behavior observable in every society with many grada-
tions from the fully approved to the fully disapproved. 2^ We
know, today, that we must distinguish between statistically nor-
mal behavior and the range of actual behavior on the one hand and
idealized desirable behavior on the other. Our culture contains
all kinds of patterns of business behavior, for example: from
the Puritan small town New England business man to the protection
or syndicate rackateer of Chicago or St. Louis, there are many
kinds and variations of business men, but the Horatio Algers
among them are relatively rare. Our culture, however, comprises
all their ways of acting.
What is now the relation of personality and society? The
actions that at any given moment constitute society are actions
of individuals. They are either actions of a type previously
performed by the Individual or they are new. In the latter case
they may be the beginning of new personality elements and new
culture elements or they may remain unique and never recur. It
is the number, frequency, and type of these new actions that
will give us the probability and the probable direction of change.
It is fashionable today to define cultures as value systems.
There is no objection to this if we define values In terms of
actions. Any action is valuation. It is the only observable
valuation. What a man does in a given situation is obviously what
under the given circumstances he wants to do more than anything
else. He may talk in one way and act in another which only means
that he has one value for symbolic and another for overt action.
A man's ways of acting are his values. The ways of acting of a
culture are this culture's actual value system.
There are, however, symbolic systems observable In every
culture which define cultural expectations. Expectations are
ways of acting which have meaning by preceding certain actions of
another individual. These ways of acting actually occur or may
merely be talked about. Out of them a student of sociology can
construct something that can be or may be used as a kind of cul-
tural superego. In other words, reference to these ways of act-
ing may be used as a lever for action, as a basis for propaganda.
The fact that people in a culture think of themselves as having
certain ways of acting does by no means prove that they do have
such ways of acting, but it has been found that reference to these
ways is a useful method of social control.
Itis a grave error to assume that cultures do not change.
Individuals are steadily changing their relations to other indivi-
duals and to things. A social relationship is to be understood as
the recurrence of certain types of actions between or among some
26) of for example Melville J. Herskovits, Man and His Works, Alfred A. Knopf, New
York, 1948, pp. 64, 484, 563, etc.
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Individuals and the probability that this recurrence willcon-
tinue. Relations to things consist In the recurrence and probae
blllty.of further recurrence of certain actions toward these
things. Such relations change. They may be brought Into being
or they may be discontinued, they may be Intensified (the proba-
bility of recurrence Is raised) or they may be weakened (the
probability Is lowered). Itmay be possible to Isolate series of
actions by which such changes are brought about. These will be
called processes. 27^ Processes going on between individuals will
change the society. If they lead to new types of relationships
they will also change the culture.
It willbe seen that such terms can be added in any desired
number and they can be defined In a consistent manner. Thus
we may define an institution as all the ways of acting around a
culturally determined focus; we may define an establishment as
all those actions within an institution that center around cul-
turally distinguished individuals (as In case of any particular
family) or things (as In case of a particular school or church);
and so on.28 )
What are we gaining by defining our terms in this way? It
seems that they become accessible to quantitative research which
was what we originally set out to achieve. But beyond that, we
reach some Immediate Insights. If we say that personality,
society, and culture consist of the same materials, namely the
actions of the individual, we cannot hold that culture or society
force the Individual into the life he leads. They offer him
choices which he may or may not accept. 29) Ifhe refuses accep-
tance and introduces new ways of action, he changes, society and
culture change too. Ifhe changes alone, the change willbe
minimal. Ifhe changes and his change is followed by many simi-
lar changes of others, the change In the culture and in the soci-
ety will be noticeable. Other Individuals may prevent him from
performing certain actions, they may prevent others from follow-
ing his new example. But they too are but Individuals whose per-
sonalities are changeable - whatever their probability of acting
in a certain manner may be, it is but a probability. It is the
task of sociology to study concretely the types of action which
in certain types of situations bring about certain types of
changes rather than to moan fatalistically about the difficulty
Involved in changing the mores.
27) cf. Leopold von Wiese, op. cit., p. 72 or George A. Lundberg, Foundations of
Sociology, The MacMillan Company, New York, 1939, p. 256.
28) of. Leopold von Wiese, op. cit., p. 402, or F. Stuart Chapin, Contemporary
American Institutions, A Sociological Analysis, Harper and Brothers Publishers,
New York and London, 1935, pp. 14, 412, for different approaches.
29) cf.Franz Adler, "The Social Thought of Jean Paul Sartre", forthcoming in the
American Journal of Sociology, Vol. LV, No. 3, pp. 284-294.
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SOME METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE ARKANSAS
MENTAL HEALTH SURVEY
Leta M. Adler and James W. Codding ton
University of Arkansas
One out of every twelve babies born In 1940 In one of our
urban states will spend some of his life In a mental Institution
If our present high admission rates continue. There are 600,000
patients In American mental hospitals at the present time, as
many patients as are hospitalized for all other Illnesses com-
bined. 1 In Arkansas there were 4768 patients In the State Hospi-
tal In January, 1949, almost 3 out of every 1000 persons In the
State. In the 19 year period from 1930 to 1948, there were about
33,000 admissions to the State Hospital or 9 out of every 10,000
persons In the State were admitted each year. We do not know
how many people InArkansas have mental disabilities for which
they have not been hospitalized. That Is one of the questions
which the Arkansas Mental Health Survey will attempt to answer.
For the country as a whole, the United States Public Health Ser-
vice estimates that In addition to hospitalized cases there are
five million persons In this country suffering from psychoneuroses,
another two and a half million with disorders of character and
behavior, and from 20 to 30 million Individuals with borderline
or passing emotional disturbances. These figures will serve as
sufficient Indication of the seriousness of the health problem
presented by mental Illness.
Against this picture of mental health needs, we must juxta-
pose a picture of over-crowded, Inadequate mental Institutions
most of which are not worthy of the name of hospital, of tremen-
dous shortages In professionally trained psychiatric personnel
off-set by poorly paid and poorly trained personnel, of the total
absence of local psychiatric facilities In many areas, and of far
too few mental health guidance centers and clinics to help people
solve their problems before they become hospital cases.
Neither the general public, nor the medical profession, nor
even the families of persons In need of psychiatric care have
been sufficiently Informed about this problem to give Itappro-
priate attention. The public has been generally apathetic to the
state of psychiatric care, though the publicity given the
psychiatric problems of the returning veteran, the example set by
the psychiatric hospitals of the Veteran's Administration, and the
federal government's hospital construction program, are now
apparently producing some concerted thinking and even action In
the Improvement of the care of the mentally disabled. The
families of the mentally 111 frequently have not been aware of the
need for professional treatment, even where ItIs available. It
Is well-known that one of medicine's most neglected research
areas Is mental Illness. The federal appropriation recently re-
commended by the U.S. Senate for control of mental disease Is only$11,612,000 compared with a $66,267,000 appropriation for cancer
and heart disease. Nevertheless, it Is claimed that available
medical knowledge has outstripped by perhaps a generation the
application of that knowledge to the treatment of the mentally
111.
What can the sociologist and allied social scientists con-
tribute to the solution of the problem of the care of the mentally
111? Of course, sociology and other social sciences have already
collected much knowledge of social relationships the application
1. U.S. Bureau of Census, Patients InMental Institutions, 1946. p. 6-7
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of which to social life would greatly reduce for participating
Individuals the tensions arising therefrom. The large literature
on marriage and family life, the- growing literature on social
relations In Industry, the forthcoming four volumes on the soci-
ological and psychological aspects of military life, the exten-
sive monographic literature on race and minority relations, need
only be cited as examples. Such knowledge can be used to modify
social situations so that they produce less emotional conflict
In Individuals, thus helping to prevent mental Illness. But this
knowledge also should be put to use In the treatment of psychia-
tric patients, particularly those suffering from the psycho-
neuroses. The psychiatric patient should be cohsldered In the
context of his family and his other social relationships not, as
so many psychiatrists tend to do, as an Isolated personality.
This need has been recognized for a long time by such psychia-
trists as Harry Stack Sullivan and J.L. Moreno, and the point of
view Is being Increasingly accepted that psychiatric treatment of
one patient really entails the treatment of his entire family
with a psychiatric team which performs psychological testing and
sociological counselling as well as the psychiatric treatment
Itself.
In view of the generally recognized role of social and
cultural factors In mental Illness, a recognition for which the
neo-Freudians deserve considerable credit, sociology has not only
a right, but an obligation to carry on research In the field of
mental health. There are a number of facets of mental health re-
search In which social scientists have Interested themselves. One
phase of sociological research Is the investigation of the rela-
tion between the social environment and mental Illness. One of
the more interesting contributions In this field is the Farls and
Dunham study which demonstrated that the distribution of admis-
sions to mental hospitals from urban areas of different social
and economic character is patterned with regard to type of dis-
order. 2
Another phase of sociological investigation is Illustrated
by the Bateman and Dunham study of the social organization of the
mental hospital, which by a type of participant observation dis-
covered that certain established patterns of behavior among the
attendants of the mental hospital actually militate against the
recovery of the patient since the chief aim of the attendant cul-
ture is control of patients Irrespective of their welfare.3
Anthropologists like Margaret Mead and Ralph Llnton have been In-
vestigating, by comparative culture studies, the emotional ten-
sions arising from various cultural patterns and their effects on
personality organization.
The purpose of this paper Is to describe another type of
social science contribution to the field of mental health research,
namely, the mental health survey. While social scientists have
been working on various phases of mental health, it still repre-
sents a relatively new research field and therefore one which
might profit by an over-view of the entire problem. Not only does
the survey approach have scientific value, but Itis a near
necessity at the present time for the purpose of planning a con-
certed attack on the problem of mental illness. A survey is (a)
a more or less comprehensive inquiry into numerous aspects of a
situation, (b) as Its exists at a given time In a given area,(c) with rather definite educational, informational and
2. R.E.L. Faris and H. Warren Dunham, Mental Disorder in Urban Areas. (Chicago
1939)
3. J.Fremont Bateman and H. Warren Dunham, "The State Mental Hospital as a Specializ-
ed Community." American Journal of Psychiatry. Vol 105, No. 5, Deo. 1948,
pp 445-8.
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ameliorative purposes. 4 Itdiffers In several respects from most
medical research In the psychiatric field.
One of the principal differences between the kind of studies
that have been done by medical researchers and the survey re-
lates to the size and adequacy of the sample. The comprehensive
survey provides a large sample which can be employed to test
hypotheses Involving a large number of factors. Medical research,
on the other hand has generally been based on small samples of
case histories. While an Intensive case history gives the In-
sight Into a particular Individual necessary for therapeutic pur-
poses, and study of small numbers of case histories may provide
the Investigators with Insights that may be used as valuable
hypotheses, Investigations based on small samples of case his-
tories do not meet rigorous scientific standards for two reasons.
First, the smaller the sample, the more likely It Is that find-
Ings represent a chance occurrence which would not appear In
another sample and do not represent the actual situation In the
universe from which the sample was drawn. Second, a very small
sample makes Impossible the control of factors by statistical
techniques. While It Is more difficult In the psychological and
social sciences to set up an experimental situation with labora-
tory controls, ItIs possible to gain some measure of control
by statistical techniques which measure variations In the depen-
dent variable among segments of the sample which are made rela-
tively homogeneous with regard to relevant Independent variables
or contingency factors. The larger the number of factors con-
trolled, the larger must be the sample. Further difficulty with
much medical research has been that samples have been drawn from
clinical records where a selective factor In patient-load violat-
ed sampling theory which requires random sampling.
As an Illustration of these difficulties, Dr. Thomas A.C.
Rennle's follow-up study of the level of adjustment achieved by
456 schizophrenics can be cited though ItIs by no means the
worst offender In these respects nor Is it lacking in worth-
while findings. 5 It. illustrates very well the necessity for
fairly large samples, for after he had divided his patients Into
four recovery levels, he did not have enough cases to investigate
to any extent the factors associated with the achievement of dif-
ferent levels of adjustment.
The major differences between the usual medical Investiga-
tion and the mental health survey relate to their scope and func-
tion. The former generally deal with the etiology, symptoms, and
success of treatment of specific kinds of disorders for the pur-
pose of Improving treatment techniques. A mental health survey
does not attempt to displace medical research but supplements It.
The survey really is "a series of investigations undertaken with
the purpose of emphasizing the relationship of the findings." 6
The mental health survey Includes not only the extension of pure-
ly medical knowledge, but a study of the extent of mental dis-
order, the factors related to patterns of Incidence of mental
disorder, the availability of preventive and treatment facilities,
the adequacy of the latter, and reasons for inadequacies. The
result of a survey Includes scientific generalizations, and also
a picture of the mental health needs and resources of the area
4. George Lundberg, Social Research (New York 1946) p 388.
5. Thomas A.C. Rennie, "Follow-up of Study of Five Hundred Patients with Schizophrenia
admitted to the Hospital from 1913 to 1923," Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry.
Volume 42, No. 5, November 1939, pp 877-891.
6. George Lundberg, Op. cit., p 389.
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surveyed, recommendations for future mental health programs, and
Information usable in the education of the public with regard to
mental health.
There are two studies made by psychiatrists In administra-
tive positions and, In at least one case, with the advice of a
sociologist, which have some of the characteristics of a survey.
These studies based on the State Mental Hospital records of New
York and Massachusetts respectively cover rather extended time
periods and, Incidentally Illustrate a frequent characteristic of
the survey, namely, that they partially—and increasingly as pub-
lic records improve —depend on routinely collected statistical
data. One of these studies directed by Dr. Nell A. Dayton, was
based on the records of 89,190 patients who were admitted to the
state mental hospitals of Massachusetts between 1917 and 1933.
Dayton describes this study In these words:
Rather than go behind the scenes and subject individual
patients to the mlscroscope, we chose to stand back and re-
gard these 90,000 patients as one huge individual. What has
happened to this giant previous to admission? The fact of
admission to a mental hospital will be considered, not as the
beginning but as the result. From this point we retrace our
steps and study certain common Influences which affected all
patients before their admission to a mental hospital.
The New York study made by Benjamin Malzberg covered almost
30,000 first admissions to New York state mental hospitals between
1929 and 1931. 7 Both studies relate the trend in first admission
rates to historical events and Investigates the relation of age,
nativity, marital condition, alcoholism
—
and In the case of the
New York study race, urban or rural place of residence, and birth
order also
—
to the probability of being admitted to a mental hos-
pital.
As an example of a more comprehensive mental health survey
than these, Iwould nke to describe the Arkansas Mental Health
Survey which Is Just now getting well under way. Itis a coopera-
tive project of the Arkansas State Hospital for Mental and
Nervous Diseases, the Arkansas State Health Department, and the
University of Arkansas. The University, through its Institute of
Science and Technology, is responsible for conducting the study.
This survey has five major aspects.
The first is to obtain basic Information from the Hospital
records on the 32,814 patients admitted to the State Mental Hospi-
tal between 1930 and 1948. The analysis of these records, punched
on IBM Cards, will parallel the New York and Massachusetts studies
In that itwillrelate hospital admission rates to such background
factors as age, sex, race, urban or rural residence, and marital
status, but will be more extensive. Our preliminary findings In-
dicate that with regard to age and sex, admissions to the State
Hospital follow the national pattern, though the preponderance of
60% in male admissions is greater, which is particularly surpris-
ing in view of the fact that the national average includes the
veterans' hospitals. With regard to age, the rate of first admis-
sion rises almost continuously from childhood to old age. In the
period from 1940-44, for which our data are now available, the rate
Increases from less than one per 10,000 children under 10 years to
32 per 10,000 adults 70 years and over. The middle age range con-
tributes the largest percentage of admissions.
The rate of admissions for negroes is slightxy lower than for
whites In the State as a whole, but itwas higher In one third of
7. Benjamin Malzberg, Social and Biological Aspects of Mental Disease (Utica,N.Y. 1940),
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the counties between 1940 and 1944. The negro admission rate for
the combined counties having less than 100 negro residents each
was very markedly higher than for counties which had larger negro
communities.
While the question of who Is admitted to mental hospitals Is
InItself Interesting, Itshould be remembered that these differ-
ences do not necessarily represent differences In susceptibility
to mental disorder for the reason that admissions are Influenced
by the varying efficiency of referral agencies, varying tolerance
of mental peculiarities, admission policies of the hospital, and
many other factors not related to the number of persons actually
suffering from mental disorders.
The spatial distribution of counties with high and low ad-
mission rates reveals that the twenty-five counties with the high-
est admission rates form a diagonal band across the State start-
Ing with Lawrence and Cralghead counties In the Northeast, passing
through Pulaskl, Garland, and Jefferson counties with their rela-
tively large centers of population, down to Sevler and Miller
counties In the southwest corner of the State. The twenty -five
lowest counties are preponderantly In the Ozark area with a few
scattered In the southern section of the State. The twenty -five
middle counties are preponderantly In the southern part of the
State and bordering the Mississippi River. Accessibility to the
State Hospital In Little Rock would seem to be one of the factors
determining this distribution. Another factor which seems to be
important in determining the number of admissions from a county
is the number of doctors in the county. Itis hoped that further
investigation of the regional patterning of admission rate will
eventuate In an equation for the prediction of county admission
rates. While this analysis of the social characteristics of
mental hospital patients is barely under way the other aspects of
the survey are still in the blue print stage.
The second major aspect of the survey Is to be a follow-up
study of patients released from the State Hospital. This will
provide a description of the extent to which released patients
are able to readjust themselves to life in their communities. We
shall find out how they fit into their family group, whether they
are able to carry on their occupation, whether they participate In
church and community activities, and similar information. From
these data we shall score the former patient on the adjustment
level he has achieved taking into consideration his adjustment
prior to his Illness. Adjustment scores willbe correlated to
various factors relating to the pre-onset history, the illness,
the treatment, and the post-hospltallzation situation of the
patient. If our findings make Itfeasible, we shall construct an
instrument for predicting the probability of successful readjust-
ment of released patients. To obtain data on adjustment of
patients, personal contact will be made with each patient's family
or other acquaintances either by Interview or by mailed question-
naire.
The third major aspect of the survey is not limited to
patients of the mental hospital. A subject of general interest
Is the amount of mental Illness which is not treated and therefore
does not become a part of our mental health statistics. The
actual extent of mental disability in Arkansas will be measured by
complete enumeration of every family In samples of small areas
throughout the State selected in such a way that they can be con-
sidered as representative of the State as a whole.
The fourth major aspect of the survey will be a study of the
Hospital Itself. Comparison of present staff with national
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averages and the standards of the American Psychiatric Associa-
tion both as to patient-staff ratio and training and comparison of
its plant and equipment with the standards established by the
United States Public Health Service willbe undertaken. A study
of the record system of the Hospital Is also to be made, and
modifications willbe suggested on the basis of the survey's find-
ings as to the factors which are significant for predicting level
of recovery. The amount, types and quality of therapy available
to patients and the standards of general care
—
nutrition, recrea-
tion, ward care, social service functions, and so on—willbe in-
vestigated.
Finally, ItIs expected that the findings and analyses re-
sulting from this survey will constitute the primary factual in-
formation to be used in planning a comprehensive program of mental
health for Arkansas. Such a plan will Include the Improvement of
existing mental hospital facilities, with regard to personnel,
plant, treatment, and record-keeping to assure that they fulfill
the needs of Arkansas. Itwill Include recommendations for the
expansion of mental Institutions and psychiatric services on the
basis of needs demonstrated in the survey findings. Recommenda-
tions may well have reference to further segregation of patients
according to type of mental difficulty, expansion of social ser-
vice functions to Include supervision of patients on parole, es-
tablishment of guidance centers and psychiatric clinics. Accord-
ing to established standards, superficial knowledge of present
psychiatric care in Arkansas, and the experience of other states,
it seems apparent that we need these things. The survey will
verify these needs, but more Important, will tell us where, for
whom, and for how many. The mental health program can be Inte-
grated with the state hospital plan already developed by the
Arkansas State Health Department and the Institute of Science and
Technology 8 In determining, for example, the extent to which
general hospitals in the various regions of the State should pro-
vide facilities for rapid treatment of psychiatric patients.
Another aspect of a mental health program to which the sur-
vey willmake substantial contribution is the education of the
public concerning the nature and extent of mental Illness and
what is considered necessary to adequately deal with this problem.
Our findings willbe published and printed reports made available
to Interested organizations as well as to other media of public
opinion formation. A representative government such as ours takes
action In new fields only when a large segment of the public Is
concerned that such action be undertaken.
8. James W. Coddington, Helen M. Robinson, Mary T. Wright, Hospital and Health Services
in Arkansas. University of Arkansas Researoh Series Number 12, (Fayetteville,
1947).
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